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In the recent past several Member States in Asia and

the Pacific have committed themselves to the.tasirof eradica-
ting illiteracy within their respecti countries. Since e
few of them have ashieved considerable success, the Unesco .

gional Office ili-Bangkok felt that it would be useful to
disseminate the information regarding the national campaigns,
so that they would serve as a guide and-model to others.
Witb thieend in view 'he series entitled The struggle against
illiteracy in Asia and Oceania is now being published. The
first of the series, which is already-in print, is entitled
The elimination of illiteracy in the Socialist Republic of

N. Viet Nam.

The present.publlication, the second in the series and
entitled Thailand's functional literacy prograMme, is an in-
depth study of the activities of the Ministry of Education
in northern Thailand, particularly the. area which comprises
the ,Eighth Educational region. This region is of particular
Intetest since it was here that the Functional Literacy Pro-
gramme began as an experiment. The area nee, on a higher
latitude than the rest of the country and certain parts are
dominated by minority tribal groups.' In this study the

'author discusse especial problbse of the area, like
national inte tion and the improvement of socio-economic
conditions, an shows how the Ministry attempted to solve
these by the implementation of its Functional Literacy
Programme.

The author, Mr. Sunthorn Sunanchai, is-the former
Director of DivisiNkof Adult Education, Ministry of Educatiob,
aed`is currently an instructor in the Supervisory' Unit of the
Department of Teacher iaining, Ministry of gducation, Govern-
.xuentof Thailand.
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PREFACE

Th4 government of Thailand began systematic efforts to
combat illiteracy in 1940, During the few years before Thai-

, land became heavily involved in the Second World War more
than one mill on adults completed basic literacy courses and,
as a result, e considered literate. After the war the
enrolments in ese and subsequent courses declined sharply
and, in the past 30 years, only about 300,000 individuals
have passed through the various basic limgeracy,programmes
offered by the government.

*4,a
Moreover, _results of research and otter ayditeble

dence indicated that many of the adults completing these basics
programmes and receiving certificated had not gained practi-
cal literacy stalls. The reasons for progrJnne shortcomings
are varied and complex, but can be grouped, intO'three broad
areas. First,

.

progranne planners had asauied.that adult
learners were conscious of the value of being literate, i.e.,
awareof the immediate utility of such skills. Second, among

these planners there was little early concern with content
relevance. Later, when such concerns became widespread, they
resulted primarily 4n inconclusive debate as towhat.was rel-
evant or, how relevance could be determihed.. Finally, there
were persistent and wide gaps between the programmes as con-
cepts and the programmes in-operation.

With the advent of the Functional Literacy Programme
in 1970, planners in the Adult Education Division concentrated
on these problem areas and sought to develop an approach that
would: (1) create a%consciousness of the valie of literacy,
(2) offer content based on learners' needs and, therelfore,,
related to the learners' lives, (3) utigze techniques that
would increase learner participation in the instructional

, process, and (4) provide opportunities for adults to enhance
their problem-solving And occupational-skills, to have access
to current technical edge and information and, in'the
process, to develop li eracy. and numeracy tools. As a result,

a programne that had been in effective for 30 years whs re-'
'suly ated. Although present enrolments do not matCh pre-war
peak the situation today is rather encouraging.

vii
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Thailand's functioral literacy programme

At present approximately 18 per cent of the Thai popu-
lation over 10 years of age is considered illiterate, thatis,
unable to write their name or read a simple Sentence in any
language. While this figure is not too high when compared
to.rates in many other'countries, it does amount to over five

million people: More serious is the fact that this number .
includes significant numbers from all age groups not only
tromthe older age groups. The question of.functional skills

too has to be solved. How.many of these people detlared lit-
erate on the bagis of meeting the prescribed minimum stand-
ards, do, indeed, possess.the literacy skills required to

. ,function effectively in contemporary Thailand.' For exam le,-

.
how many can read and fill the forms at the distric ff ce?

How many can read and understand instalment plans, govern-
ment announcements, newspapers and instructions for the use
of fert lizdrs or medicine? While studies of 'functional'

ag,)liter skill levels do not exist, it is reasonable to assume
that an even gieater,percentage of the population does not

meet any such 'functional' standards. This assumption does -.

find some support in 1968 research data indicating thai:33
per cent-of the grade IV graduates relapse into illiteracy
within a few years after leaving schoo1.1 For these reasons,

then, adult functional literacy programmes in Thailand remain
criticallr, important.

.

Recognizing these difficulties, the government has re-
cently strAsed the nee for a more equitable diStribution
of educational Wportunitiest and given a high priority to
prograftes designed ta,serve groups who have lacked tradi- t,

tional educational opportunities. For example, the 1977
National Education Scheme includes the following provisions!

"No. 14 It is urgent that the state establi;h
and support various types of non-formal education
programmes in order to prov e the population with
opportunities for educsti throughout their life-
time. It, is expected, in particular, that these
programmes will be useful for those individuals
who have never had the opportunity to enter the
formal school system." J

"No. 15 J- The state should Organize and support
wide-ranging educational services for the poor
and the physically, socially, and emotionally
handicapped." . .

,1.Thailand. Ministry of Education. 'Department of General
Education. Reseach report: the literdcy status of Frathom
(Grade) 4' graduates. Bangkok, Ministry of.Education,1969.
passim. viii
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Prefdce .

. With respect to adult education these broad goals were
translated into major programmes focused on specific objec-
tives:

,

1. Increase the percentage of rural adult education
services, until a ratio of 80 per cent rural to 20 per cent
urban/provincial town is achieved, by establishing provincial
lifelong educaticp centres/ which will utilize mobile units,
walking teachers, radio correspondente and village level
interest glOups and reading centres to serve rural populationa;

-2. Expand functional literacy programmes and opportuni-
ties for non7native'speakers such as the Malay-speaking
ulation in the South and the hill tribe minorities in the
North. to develop Thai language skills and an understanding
of Thai culture and society;

,1

3. Increase the practical (functional) nature ofoecond-
chance, continuing education programmes at the uppentprimary
and lower secondary equivalency levels;

4.,Stresm short-term vocationaL courses and activities
for the rural popdlation focusing on: (a) agriculture, appro-
priate technology,.and other related subjet areas -that will
enable villagers to upgrade their current occupational pric-
tices/and supplement their incomes and (b) skill areas that
will aid undgr-employed villagers to secure either more gain-
ful employment or the basic pre - requisites needed to enter
full-scale Job training programmes.

Most of these adult education activities that are cur-
rently receivin' significant attention and finances, dOw
many of their philosophical directions from the Functional
Literacy Programme. Many, in fact, are conceived as supple-
mentary or complementary to its Given these circumstances,
then, a case study of this programme takes on added signi-
ficance. It is appropriate, too, that the case study is
focused on activities in northern Thailand, particularly the
seven rovinces which make up the eiphtli 'Educational Region,

. for ifrApweiin this area that ..the PunctionaltLiteracy Program-
me began as an experiment.

1.

L An official English language term tor these centres has yet
to be established. A. literal tramilatioh of thejhai term
is People's Education Centre, but they are more frequently
.referred to as Lifelong Eduottion Centres in the Division's,
English language materials.

11
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Thailand's tune tional literacy programme

Before closing this preface-I wishto express *y deep
gratitude to Mr. Somprilltng WithaftgLit , the head of the
Functional LiteraCy Project Uniit,of.. the quilt Edu6ation

a,nd his staff for their assistairce..in compiling. the data
used in this study. My sincere thanks pre ,due to my colheagues
and staff who spent Tong hours' on the trartslaticrn and typing
of this manuscript. 1'

hS

4

Sunthorn- SunanchSi, Former Director
Adult BoducatiOn, DOision
Ministrj,of 'Education
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PartI.r BACKGR

A brief history ofNliteracy education in Thailand
4

Adult education in Thailand has been organized gnd
administeredby,the Adult Education Division, Ministry of
Education,ever since the Division's inception in 1940. Since
that time ihe goals and approaches guiding government-

.4;plonsored adulOeducation literacy Programmes lave changed
Iloeriodicaliy...An overview of these programmes and their
evolution can beet be presented by describing events occur-
ring in the following-four periods; 1940-1945, 1947-1964,
1965 -1967, and 1968 to the present.

Period I - 1940-1945

Agcordihg to the census conducted in 1937 by the Minis-
try of Interior,. 68.8 per cent of the total population aged
10 and above was iIliterate.! In 1940 the Thai government A
_embarked on a campaign to promote literacy and, atithe same lh

time, to inculcate a stronger sense of civic responsibility
and deiocracy among the. adult-population. To spearhead Child

effort tlp government established an Adult, Education Division
within Sffe Ministry:of-Education. .

To ,carry out'' the campalgv the, Ministry of _Education

itcruited all available teaching personnel from public*(natio-
,- naI and municipal) and private elementary schools lo teach

th, copries it had designed 'especially for this pro amore.

Other government departments were alio involved as the cabinet':
instructed tam support the effort fully,

rogramme consisted of 'Preliminary' and 'Final'

Courses, .each 'six 'months long. The curriculum pmphisized Thai

language skill (readivg, transcription, writing, and composi-

tion); numeracy; civic moral educa,tion, geography, history,

1 and health. The chases which were conducted three to five
N days A week, and one te two houis eact day were hen in the

evening to enable workihe peopil to attend. ,Secona and fou th

grade Auivalency certificates were awarded to those adults
who Passed the final examinations'of the ,reliminaryand Final=
courses respectively.

i.Th standeird used to determine literacy was completion ofat
east two years of primary education.

13 *
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Thailand's functional literacy, programme

During the, first three years 6f the campaign the liter-
.

acy rate i / creased by'20.49 per cent, s 1,409,688 graddates

of the two-c e programme were pronouriced literate. Hbwever,
while the initi 1 results of the,campaignzere impressive,
the severe econo4c depression that engulfed the country at
the end of the gecond World War forced the governmentto re-_
due the intensity Of itsiefflort and attendance, subsequently
declined._ t

Period II -'1947-1964

By 1947 the Thai Government resumed its e 'orts to pro-
mote adult education, adopting at this time Unesco's model of
Fundamental Education. As defined by'UtiOsco, Fundamental
Education was to ceqtr all the basic knowledgt people ihould
possess and include reading, writing, arithmetic, geography,
history, civics and morality, and vocational education. In

a sense, even, Fundamental Education was. essentially elemen -./
tary plus vocational education for adults., For this new pro-
gramme the Adult Education DiviSion set the following objec-'
tives:

1. promote literacy,and occupational skills,
\c2. foster responsible citizenship in a democratic

CY p society, ,A

3. improve living standards,,and
.4. encourage the profitable use of spare Mime.

As a result, the ikivision added vocational activities
such as the following es the basic literacy.uogrammes:

1. Agriculture - The topics covered included vegetable
gardening, animal husbandry (including castration
techniques and diAease control) and basic horticul-
ture (focusftg on the care and propagation of fruit
trees).

2. Handicrafts - Teachers could choose any handicraft
practised rocally. Among the activities were em-

, broidery, sewing, basket-making, weavilg, pottery,
etc.

3. Home economics - Basic hode-making and Cooking.

4. Fisheries - Developirig and maintaining fish ponds.

5. Commerce - EleMentaiy adcounting and marketing.

6. Any vocational training useful to tt coMMunity.

14 .



A brief history

In addition,ition, the Division began to support...adult voca-

tioifal schools and academically-oriented general education
programmes above the literacy level. Both these programmes
were conducted in the evenings and utili2ed the facilities-
and'personnel of the regular schools, both government and
private. The system arid the/- curriculum were identical to

those of the regularschool.

With respect to these programmes eke Division prp-
vided little more than financial support to the principals
and teachers and occasional supervision. The Division ini-
tiated programmes to establish public libraries at the dis-
ttict'level and mobile audio-visual edugalion/information
services operatih from the provincial capital. Both these
efforts weredesigned to provideothe rural population with
up-to-date information on new devOlopments.

Mid-way through thiS period, the government established
the Thailand-Unesco FundamAral Education Centre or TUFECS
at Ubol Province in the northeastern part of the co ntry.
This centre focused its attention-on rural develop ntsand
influenced the Adult Education Division to concent ate it
energies in the same direction: By the late 504, the Adult
Education Division had adopted the following programme objec-
tives:'

1. improve rural living staniOrds;

2. provide vocational and genefal (acader0c) education
opportunities for adults in co-operation with other
government agencies;

3. promote educational opportunities for rural residents
through mobile vocational units and expanded public
education (audio-visual presentations) programmes;

4. pperate public libraries and develop reading mater-
ials for adults;

5. produce and distribute audio-visual Materials for
use in education/information programmes;

6. develop responsible citizenship and occupational
skills; and

7. conduct research and training programmes.

With respect to the Division's literacy efforts during
this period, the Fundamental, Education approach proved to be
less than effective. Analysts attributed its weaknesses to
a lack of necessary equipment and qualified teachers for the

4 hi

3
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Thailand's Pinctional literacy programme

vocational activities. For whatever reasons evidence indi-

cates that the teachers directed their efforts largely to
literacy and civic education and neglected the vocational

component. Nonetheless, during the A947'44964 jpieriod, 170,730

more adVlts completed literacy programmes. .-

Period III - 1965-1967

Despite its operational handicaps fh Fundamental Edu-

cation approach to literacy and addlt edu Lion continued..

In 1963 the TUFEC lost its rural-develo ent training func

tions to-the newly created _Community De elopment Department
in theliinistri of Interior and subnehu ntJe served only as
a trapling centre for local leadera.and der-credeniialled

primaryschool teachers.

In 1965.the Division embarked an a Major reform and

expansion effort in its-post-literacy programmes iv response
to increased demands from urban and provincial to residents

for a. general education at higher levels,. i.e., those equiv-
alent4o grades VII, X, and XII (elementary and lower and
upper secondary school leaving certificates respectively).

The.courses developed had a heavy academic orientation and
were organized as follows:

Table 1. Urban adult education programmgs (1950-60)'

General
adult education

level

In-schgel
grade equi/hlent

Duration of
study (months)

I 2
'5.

IL
/

4 6

III '7 18

__IV 10 18
. ,

V
12 . 24 ,

.. ,...,it

This second-chance system served largelythe young
adults in the urban areas and provincial- towns who sought
the equivalency certificates which might lead to government

service. In the rural districts and villaaes:the Fundament-
al Education program* remained the primary education service
provided by the Adult Education Division.

?

;
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A' brief history

Table 2. Rural adult,educafion progravmes (1950-60)

Fundamental In-school grade Duration of
Education Course equivalent study (months)

Preliminary 2 .6

Final 4 6

Period IV 196& to the present

Theichange during this period was 4 direct result of a
Unesco initiative. 1p November 1965, Unesco invited the
Ministers of'Education - including the Thai Mi'ilisterof Edu-'
cation and his. delegati9nt: to a World Conference on the'
Eradication of Illiteracy in Teheran, Iran. The resolution,
of this meeting urged governments ro add vocational training
related to community needs to literacy progrimmes, arguing
that only with such additions could a learner develop skills
needed to improve his living conditions.

This work-oriented functional literacy model adopted at
the Woi-ld Conference:did not, in fact, separate literacy edu-
cation from :tional education as ways the case with the
fundamental e.ication concept. on the contrary in this model
literacy content and vocational training were to be inter-
woven and integrated.- For example, if the learners were en-,
gaged in farmirig," lesson content would be drawn from that
occupation. The learners, consequently, acquired both liter-
acy,skills relted to farming as well as knowledge and infor-
mation on farminAt,

The Adult Education Division, in response to Unesco's
resolution, carried out an experiment in Lampang in Northern
Thailand from 1 Aust to 31 December 1968. The work-oriented
functional literacy class operated five days a week and two
and one-half hours a day. Ten classes were opened in the
capital district, another, ten in Ngao District. The-program-
'me provides 452 more adults with an/olVortunity to develop
literacy slutals.

It was clear to Thai eduCators that the ekperimental
work-orlentedIfunctional literacy approach was more effective
than earlier efforts. Nonetheless, many difficult problems,
new as well as old, were encountered. Among the most
ant wefe:

1. Teachers' ability to .handle vocational instruction.
As in previous programmes most ?f the literacy teac4ers were

5
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Thai land's functionallliteracy programfie

.1

I. not trained vocational educators and, were therefore unable
or reluctant to teach the vocational subjects. For example,

the(planner's fears that teachers with little knowledge of

or experience in agricUlture would teach this subject to ex-

pe4Aenced farmers were unreasonable;,,particularly'in a rural
i cultural setting where teachers aie regarded so highly

fof the superior, knowledge they possess. Under such circum-

stance teachers were-most reluttant tckdemonstrate their lack

of knowledge of agriculture by teaching it to'experienced

farmers, and, consequently, concentrated their efforts on the

lite acy arid' numeracy components of thkprOgramme

2, Shortage of resour>personnel. Project plans call-

ed for inviting Local resource people (e.g., the district
agriculteral extension agent, health worker, veterinarian,
and community development worker). to, teach vocational subjects

related to their backirbunds and to give Sailitional instruc-

tion in the literacy classes on these same subjects. In

aagtual practice, however, such resource people were not avail-.

able in adequate numbers. When they did exist, transportation

wads difficult tbjErangeand the, resource people considered

the trip to the rural schools to time-consuming and, since

most of\ple adult schools operatea,at night, too risky. In

short, there were insufficient inCenttves and too many dis-

incentives within the'proposed system. Moreover, as is the

case in many other development efforti,'Iocal co-ordination
between various go/Ger-lament agencies was mpre easily planned

than executed. . .

7
3. Textbook-orientation. Due to limited techqoical

skills and knowledge and their inability to demonstrate tech-

. niques or give practical advice 'in the vocational subject

areas, the teacher's had to rely hiavily on textbooks. The

learners,.therefoie, receivedlittle instruction in vocation-

al areas and had few opportunities to develop skills tiproughl

practice.

Because of these and other limitations of the work-
the Adult Education Division beian to develop

.a new model in 1970. The new model was constructed as a

complete system, starting withthetfortulation Of a working
philosophy (iticiUding objectives) a a set of assumptions

about adult learners mild their Simaon in die Thai socio-

cultural context, Principles derived from ongoingdiscus-
sions of theSe Matters and fron feedback data provided and
continue to provide the basis for deiteloping instructional'

processes (and teacher-training strategies), curricula,
- / e
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A brief history

7

learning materials, and supervisory and evaluation systems.
The newly designed/Functional Literacy Programme was firpt
tried out in Lampang and Phrae in Northern Thailand in -1970:
Later the Divisionplexpanded to all provinces in-the Eighth
Educational Region and, eventually, to a number of provinceS
in other regions as well. Compared wit( the former models
used in Thailand, this new model appears to be more'practicali '

and has so far met with considerable success..

The in-depth description of the ,Thai Functional Liter-,
acy odel in the Eighth Educational Region (Nortfiern Thailand)
which folloWs will make clear both the extent of and-reasons'
for this success.

The Eighth Educational Region

The Eighth Educational Region is composed of seved
northern provinces: Chiengfilai, Chiengrai,Phrae, Nan, Mae Hong

Sorn, Lampang aniLamphun.

This region lies.at a higher altitude than the rest of
the country and contains mountain ranges bOrdering the Lao
People's Democratic Republic frontier in the North and East,
Burma in the West and splitting the region down the middle on

aa north-south axis. The Ping, Wang Yom, and Nan Rivers all
flowaeouth frOm this North,rn region, meeting evenxually.to

,' form the Chao Praya River. They have great importance for the
people along their routes, as, moonsoon sw len, they leave

annual deposits of rieh alluvial soil on t p.adjacent lowlands.

Demogriphic data on this region is provided in Tables 3

and 4. All figures are from the 1970 census.
. . 4'

Table 3. Population by province, 1970

Province Male Female /l Total

-"re-
548 543.Chiengrai 563 064

508 059

1,111.1.407

Chieingmai 518 391
,

1,026 450

Nan " . 155 260 155 474 310 734

Phrae 182 629 182 880

51 562

365 509

Mae Hong Sorn 452 598 104 1B0

Lampang A 292 739 290 639
% 4-75

/- 383378
154Lamphun 4' 156 361 310 836 ,

2 I

Total k 1 921 042 1 891 632 3 812 674

Source: 1970 Population And'Housing Census, Northern region,
National Statistical of. the Prime

Minister.
7
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Table 4. Literacy among the population 10 years of age and older, 1970

Province'
PopulatioriL 'Numbers and percentage_of literate by sex

N.

ai
Total Male Female Total % Malt Female

Chtengrai 760 41.8 385'54 374 §65 495 698 65.2 285 628 74.1210 070 5e.0

Chiengmai. 755 423 ) 381 708 373 664 531 968% 70.4 293 276 76.8 238 692 63.8

Phrae 26l 205 129 732,-* 131 473 200 918 76.9 109 84.5 41 286 69.4

Nan 209'535 403,908: 105 627 135 674 64.8 75379 72.5 60 295 5Y.0

Mae Hong Sorn 73 188 090 36 098 29 167 39.9 16 915 45.6 12 252 33.9 N.

Lamphun 224 -719 112 711 .112 008 168 012 74.,8 ) 91 660 81.3 '76 352 68.1

Lampang lb 413 701 207/021' 206 680 *286724 69.3 160 490 77,5 126 234 61.0 cr

-rs

Total 2 698,083 1 357 728 1 140 355 1 848 201 68.5 1 033 020 76.1 815 181 60.8
8

(11,

Source: National Statisiical Office, Quarterly Statistics Journal, 19th year, 3rd Issue,
September 1971. Jo. 1
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*),c
Table; 5. Irtcrease in population by sex, and.nUmber of
houseolds and average annual.rate of growth, 1969-70

Increase in lAcrease in Averageannual)
population number of rate

'Province
of

growthTotal Male Female househblds
t'

Chiengrai 1,986 551 535 193 2.96

Chiengmai 1,024 518 506 .178 2.52

,Phrae 365 182 183 68
.

2.00

Nan 310 155 155 52 2.55

Mae Hong Sorn .144 53 / 51 21 2.56

Lampang - 616 ,.308 308 114 2.71

Lamplym -318 , 160 158 59 2.45

Total 4,723 1,927 1,896 2.70

Source: Statistical Yearbook, Thailand No. 29, p. 38

Population growth in Region 8 (2.70%) is slightly
higher than the rate for the nation as a whole (2.66%).*

Coriparative development statistics by region are diffi-

cult to obtain. However, gross indicators where they do
erXist shoal the Northern region'to be relatively well-off.
With the exception of Mae Hong Sorn and, perhaps, Nan the
provinces within the Eighth Educational Region share,in this
relative prosperity. For example, data related to agricul-
ture indicatethat this region leach, 011 others in terms of
rice yield per rai (.4 acre) and percentage of irrigable
land irrigated.

10
Table 6. 'Comparison of data related to agriculture

by region*

Item 'North South Northeast Central

Rice production yield f-

per rai (Kg.) 1974 349.4 221.6' 235.6 307.3

Percentage of irrigable
land ! 92 46 41 86

I

Irrigated 1973

* Statistics released recently by the Prime Minist r's Office
put the national annual rate at 3.52

9
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Although accurate'data'on land tenure is lacking, in-
formation is available on the number and size of land holdings
in the seven provinces in the region (see Tabl 7).

Table 7. Number and area of provincial.hol ings, 1963'

ProVince

Number
of

holdings

Total'
area

, (rai)*

Average area.
per holding'

(rai)

Chiengrai '112,725 1,246,595 11.06

Chiengmaii 106,795 807,389 7.56

Nan _31,593. 195,844 6.20

Phrse 37,491 311,363 8:31

Mae Hong Sorn 11,227 82,579 7.36

Lampang, )61,693 457028 7.41

Lamphun 35,584 283,933 7.98

* 1 rai = .4 acre

Chiengmai province, in particular the Chiengmai muni-
cipality, is tilt hub of the region. The municipality has the
highest revenue surplus of any area in the country. The pro-
vince covers 22,949 square kilometres and contains 1,226 vil-
lages. Mice cultivation doming* the agricultural sector
as the rich alluvial flatlants on either side of the Ping
River provide ideal conditions for rice._ In many areas
double cropping is- possible. Other crops, often grown on thy
mountain slopes, are onions, garlic, potatoes coffee, pea-'
nuts andsoyabeans as well as longans, orange l% coconuts, and
both local and Virginia tobacco. Animal husbandry and pisci-
culture are practised. The animals raised include swine,
cattle; buffalo; duck and chfcken.

Food processing, including some export-oriented items,
and agricultural light industries and services have' increased
in recent years following in several cases vertical control',
,agro-business patterns. -Mining (tungsten) and llabering and
increasingly, tourism are'also important.

The province of Chiengrai covers 11,750 'square kilome-
tres and isdivided into 15 districts, 102 tambons, and 1,162
villages. Its geographical and climatic conditions are hig47.-
ly suited for,agriculture. ,Glutinous rice is the malp crop

22
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and staple diet, while tobacco (both native and Virginia
strains), onions, garlic, chilt peppers, avyabeans, peanuts
and sesame, together with )he raising of cettle and buffalo
as livestock provide income and dietary supplements. Due to
tte presence of,extensive forested areas, lumbering is also
an important occupation. Light industries include weaving,
tobacco-curing,'W rice milling, while tungsten,mining is
also an important source of earnings.

The poorer provinces in the region, Mae Hong Sorn (on
the Burmese border) anel.Nan and Phrae (on the Laos border),
are smaller in size and popuration is less dense. Rice
cultivation, while important, ip not practised on a similar
scale as in the two more prosperous provinces. Lumbering,
mining (wolfram, gold, sulphur, tungsten) and the cultiva-

, tion of fruits, cotton, jute, sesame, beans and tobacco are
also important economic activities.

e Chiengmai and Chiengrai the mountain areas and.
foothills aredominated by minority tribal groups (4e0, Yao,
Karen, Lahu;,Lisu, Akha, etc.). These non -Thai. groups are
often viewed as a major security concern and,are suspected
of being involved in the narcotic trade. Hence considerable
'resources are devoted to programmes and prdjects heavily
assimilative in nature.

Lampang and Lamphun provinces in he southern part of
the region have characteristics more s milar to the central ,

region. Rice cultivation is extensively practised with
double cropping frequent. Mining (flourite, manganese, lig=
mite, antimony, and tin) is small in scale but important.

Adult education programmes in Educational Region 8: an overview

Functional literacy programmes

1. The regular functiops1 literacy prograpi.ne (class-_
room based)

10P-

In 1971 the Adult-Ed tion Divitiion in iated the ex-
perimental functional literacy programme in the thern pro-
vinces of Lampang and Phrae. The main reason for selecting
these two' rovinces was their relatively high rate of
eracy. An additional consideration was that the local edu-
cation authorities in Lampang were well prepared to under-

.,

take the necessary tasks with their previous experience with
the work-oriented functional Irteracy prmiramme.

The' programdielleTan with ten. classes in each of the'
two provinces. During the second year, claws were opened

11
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Table 8. Statistics on adult educatioi functional litehicy

classes in the Eighth Educational Region

-0/ for the period 1971 -1975

Year ovince
C.-

Students enrolled Students graduated
Leach- T.--

Classesinrs Mple !emele Total Male Female Total

2514 Laapang 10 10 154 49 203 125 40 165

(1971) Phrae 10 10 87 133 220 62 105 167

Total 20 20 241 182 423 187 145 332 ,

2515 Laapang 27 27 315 156 471 259 132 391

(1972) Phrae 17 17 211 167 378 165 143 308

Chiepgmai 14 14 207 123 3 141 98 239

Chiengrai 4 4 53 27 33 19, 52

Laaphun 12 12 149 112 1 124 87 211

Nan 14 14 201 165 366 113 78 191

e Hong Sorn 5 5 67 38 105 46 23 69

Total 93 93 1 203 788 1 991 881 580 1 461

2516 Laapang 36 36 472 303 775 381 204 585

. (1973) Phrae 13 13 200 178 378 108 '123 231

Chiengmai 23 23 201 178 379 191 130 321

Chiengrai 20 20 302 213 515 223 151 374

Laaphun 19 19' 287 183 470 251 152 403

Nan 14 14 234 115 349 168 83 251

elea Hong Sorn 6 6 88 . 37 125 64 17 81

Total 131 131 1 784 1 207 2 991 1 386 860 2 246

2517 Lampang 36 36 454 284 738 419 265 684

(1974) Phree , 17 17 272 169 441 220 125 345

Chiengrai 25 25 341 193 534 319 175 '494

Chiengrai 20 20 316 184 500 191 106 305

Lamphun 7 7 85 34. 119 79 29 100

Nan 24 24 321 215 536 199 153 352

Mae Hong Sorn 5 5 54 64 118 26 28 54
a

%Total 134 134 1 843 1 143 2 186 1 461 881 2 342

2518 dmpang 30 30 166, 137 603 295 200 495

(1975) Phrae 20 20 261 193 454 256 187 443

Chiengmai 20 20 310 135 445 298 116 414

Chiengrai 32 . 32 468 327 795 161 234 395

Lamphun 8 8 81 66 147 47 47

,Nan 24 24 212 121 333 149 85

.94
234

Mae Hong Sorn 5 5 77 4Q 117 43 29 72

Total 139 139 1 775 1 119 2 894 1 21.9 898 2 147

24
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A brief history

in all seven provinces of the Eighth Educational Region.
Table 8 provides statistical details piogramme expan-
aion in this region during 'the 5-year period under study.

4. The walkingteacherfunctiOnal literacy programme.

To complement the classroom -type, functional literacy

activities, the Division began a 'walking teacher' programme
in 1975. The goal of this programme is to provide literacy
education in rural areas where no other facilities or re-
sources/(e.g., primary school and teacher) for education
exist. To become a walking teacher, an individual must pos-
sess at least a 10th grade education and undergo a special.
pre-sirvice training programme. These teachers must organize
at least,two classes per day (in''olving from 3 to 25 students
during five days of the week in one or several villages. Dur-
ing their spare time the teachers take part in or support
other community development activities. When literacy needs.
in one area have been met, the teacher to another area.

3. Hill-tribe/walking teacher functional literacy
programme

A more recent programme that is being conducted in the
Northern region is the functional literacy programme for hill
tribes. These tribes include the Meo, Karen, Yao, Lisu and-
Lahu and number approximately 300,000. The tribal people
differ culturally from the Thai. Most of them do not speak
Thai well and, consequently, their contacts with the Thai
population often bring frustration if not serious misunde/r-
standings. Many of these tribes cultivate opium ai`a cash
crop contributing to the international and national narcotics
problem. Increasingly, Opium addiction.among these producers
is becoting a serious problem as well. In addition, the.

swidden agricultural practices of sore tribes have resulted
in the belief that they are responsible for the destruction
of large areas of forest in the north,of Thailand. (

The adaptation of the reg$ar walking teachers pro-
gramme to the hill tribes necessitates a curriculum especial-
ly designed to respond to their particular conditions and
problems, Employing bilingual techniques and teachers from
the tribes themselves, the course takes from six to seven
months to complete and involves a total of 250-300 hours
of instruction. The schedule of instruction is flexible,
depending On the convenience of the students. In 1977 this
curriculum was tried out in six different Meo villages. in

en i and Nan provinces. The feedback from this initial
fort has brought about significant chsnges in the plans

13
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Thailand's functional literacy programme

and approaches to be used in expanded efforts in the 1978
fiscal year..

_Ay)

These, then, are the, three types. of functional literacy:
programme operating in the Northern region/ In pach the

overall approach -

is
r

ebased on earlier experiences of the Division
and structured by a vied of man-and a.philosophy
of education heavily influenced by progreSsive

1 interpretations of Thai Buddhism;2

- _seeks to provide learning activities focusing on

the needs and conditions of therutal population;
and

itiliags techniques that motivate adult learnerg
to examine their living conditions, identify prob-°
lems and their causes, seek alternative solutions,
and select a course of action based on an analysis
of their awn experiences and resources, their
community context, and the best technical knov71-
edge available to.them.

%

The operations of the functional literacy programme
regardless .of type, are guided bf the following regulations.

1. Students must be at least 15 years of age, have not
completed the lawertcycle of primary school (grade
IV), and have 'sufficient maturity and interest' to

. preclude the occurrence of problems.during their
studies.

2. Schools should be located in areas where illiteracy
is-high and community interest sufficient. A mini-

mum of. 45 students psr class is required.' While,
classes can be.held at any convenient place, there
should beat least .three within the same general

I

1. A fourth programme existaon an experimental scale in
-Several other'regions.'This programme utilizes Teachers'
College students who are completing their practice-

teaching requirements.

2. For an excellent statement in English of these Buddhist
philospphical infl,uences see, Thailand. Ministry of
.Education. Adult Education Division. Non-formal edu-

am cation for national harmony and-development: a prQlect
for the development of to6atly relevant adult education
programs. Bangkok, Ministry of Education,1974, Part 2,
p. 6-9. 14

%
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area to allow,for appropriate supervision. The r/

Department of General Education approves all re-
quests for'establishing adult schodls.

3. Teachers must comesfrom the community where they r
will teach or have taught'there before. They must
be old epough to, ach adults and have the desire
to do so.. Prospe4trve teachers must possess at
least an upper secondary school leaving certificate
(grade'XII) or have had five years teaching exper-
ience and destonstrated the ability to teach adults.
All must complete a special training course organ-
ized by the regional'education authorities or the

_ Adult4ducation,Divisidfi.

If. Budget is allocated bNhe,Adult Education Division
to each participating province to cover the follow-
ing costs:

a) Teachers' salaries; 20 baht per hour x 20 hours
or 0000 baht per teacher per course:

b).Paper, chalk, and other supplies; 30 baht per -----
i month.

c) Two gas lamps per classroom or 30 baht per
month per classrOom for electricity.

5. Textbooks and other learning materials are prepared
by the Division'andforwarded to the provincial
officials for distribution.

11

6. Class pchehle fs to be determined wthe basis of
the'lftS1 annutn'agricultural work-cycle .1

to'be given at least two hours-a day, three
days per week and run co inuously for at Feast six
months. In special case re learners request a

_temporary halt to.classes, t e teacher must request
permission from the District Sucation Officer to
close the school temporarfiN. This officer,,fn tutn,\
must. notify the province of the schedule change.

'

7. Super'ision is the redPonsii)ility of the provincial
education officer, the supervisors on his staff; and
the istrict education officers. Supervisors are to

1. In e Eig ducational Region classeS are usuallrcon-
duc fr January to,30 Jime.

15
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.

visit classrooms and meet teacher's. to assist them

with technica1*Nd administrative matters: The

supervipors.shouN_Nisiteach school at least three

times pr year and forward their reports to the

Adult Education Division.
i

8. Follow-up consists of mid-term meetings among.
teachers, 1 cal (provincial and district) education

authorities and members of the Adult Education
.

Division. e,purpose of these on day affairAlis

t(i discuss and seek solutions to technical and
administrative problems related to programme oper-

ations.)

9._Learger performance in the functional literacy-pro- -

gram& is evaluated,in the following manner. Region-

al or provincial supervisors give the new learnerg

a pre-test to determine their baseline literacy and

4'numeracy skills and attitudes towards a range of

daily life conditions. During the course atleast
three addittnnal tests constr c ed by the teachers

are given to determine achieve t and attitude s

, .
change: A final o ost-"test is then administered .

to measure learning gains. These testing procedures

are used only to diagnose problems and measure pro-

gress. The results are not used to decide whether.

a learner passes'or fails. This latter decision is

left to the individual teacher with the proviso,that
mill

alearner must attend a least JO per*cen;of the

200 hour course to 1e eligible to pass the course

and repeivelfa certificate. If a learner has per-

formed well during the course-but has not met the
stipulated attendance requirement, the teacher may

arrange cial make-up sessions with the individual."

OSper adult edugat n programmes

I

In addition to thse functional literacy pi-grammes
the Adult Education Division, Forking in collaboration with

provincial 4ducational authorities, provides'a wide range

Ofadditionalserviifs, of which operate in thEighth

Regiox4
..--

-A)brief descr on of each fo4lows: .........../

1: Village Newspaper leading Centres Programme provides.

a three daily newspa'ers plus a ionthly Wall Newspaper

1, These .meetings have proven to be the most useful feedback

mechanisms available to Division administrators and tech-

nicians. 16
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any village which constructs, at its own expense,
and maintains, through its own efforts, a small read-
ing centre. Of the 4,000 centres currently func- _

tioning in the country, 1,050 are found in the,
Eighth Educational Region.

2. Interest Group Programme provides for 5 to 30 hours
of instruction in any subject area selected by a
group of 15 or more villagers. A-Sum of 30 baht

(US $1.50).per hour is allocated to paiinstructors
who are either recruited by the villagers, or, if
unavailable in the community, provided by the pro-
vincial adult education authorities. Activities
tend to focus on ,inject areas such as sewing, handi-
crafts, small engine (e.g., water pUhp) 'repair,
animal husbandry, agriculture and, soon,'approp iate
technology. This programme, still experimental in
nature and scope, has met w th much success in test
sites in'the Eighth Educati nal Region.

Mobile Trade Training Schools ProgTammel This pir
gramme aims at promoting occupatioatia,skills among
the rural population and, thereby, improving living
standards and strengtheningehe'links between the
state and villages. At present only three schools
operate in the Eighth Region and only one of these
services more than one district. These schools
offer courses up to 300 hours long on a variety of
subject areas and, in theory, move in respon-erto
local requests and needs.

a

4. Mobile Adult Vocational Units. These units began
Apating in 1950 and offer courses in dressmaking,
meEhanics, agriculture and hair-styling. The units

are set up in distant villages for three months'and
then move to another village. Site selection is

made by the provincial education authorities in re-
sponse to requests from local authorities or viWage
leaders. 40

5. Public Libraries. Initiated by the Division in 194/
and administered by locai authorities, the programme

. /.For a detailed analysis in English see ManzoomiAhmed,
"Thailand: mobile trade training schools," in P..H. Coombs,
and M. Ahmed,,pds. Education for rural development. New

York, Praeger, 1975. p. 617-646.

17
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now"involves libraries in each of the 71 provincial

capitals and in '261 other dittricts throughout the

country.

6. Continuing Education. Post - literacy adult education

programmes are offered'at three different levels
(upper' -cycle primary, lower - secondary, and upper-

gecondary). These courses, first established in

the early 50s, have been patterned directly on the
regular formal school' progratihesond se na prima-

.

rily urban and provincial town pdpulations. 'Mote
recently, the Division has undertaken curriculum
reform efforts along functional lines and based on
a philosophy similar to that, of thOunCtional
literacy programme. These .new curriculum currently

still experimental; will replace the current'aca-
demic and vocational programmes at the upper-primary
and lower-secondary levels, in November 1978. At

the same time Division-spOnsored upper-secondary
programme will end, leaving second-chance education
at this level to the priVate sector. A comparison
of this more formalized adult continuing education
system and the regular school system is shown in
Diagram I on the following,page.

.7. Adult Vocational Schools. These schools numbering
over 80 throughout the country utilize existing
secondary vocational school facilities. Courses

range,from 100 hours-to one year in length and..are
offered in 25 subject areas under four major cate-
gories - industrial-arts, home economics, business
arts, and agriculture.

8. Rural Information Services. The objective of these
activities is to keep fh6'rural public informed
about current 'news, subjeat areas of particupu
interest, and government announcements and Activities.
the general medium emplOicd it motion pictures shown
in remote and semi-remote Uilliges and Ammunities.
Presently, there are 7r,rutal information units serv-
ing the up-country pravincfa and four units serving
the Bangkok Metropolitan_ area.

The extent-to which these various services are available
in Region Eight ,can be determined from Table 9.

30 18
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Diagram I. Relationship between schdol and adult systeps

I

Lower-cycle
Primary
(Compulsory)

Upper -cycle

Primary

Formal School Formal Adult Education
System , System

Grade, Duration Duration -Levef

2

3

'Lower
Secondary
(Academic-
diversified
and vocational)

Upper
Secondary
(Academic-
diversified,
vocational,.

teacher
training)

5

6

-T-
7

1

3

4

9 months

9
11

9

9

'Mb

6 months

6

Functional
Literacy

Functional
Literacy

Continuing
Education
(Academic
and
Functional)

*Continuing
Education
(Academic,
Functional
and
Vocational)

4F

Continuing
Education
(Academic
and
Vocational),

11
9

11
9

9 . 18 months

ft

III

9

9

9

11

11

11 18' months

V

9
11

'11

.4/

24 months,
..___I

Certificates awarded are
equivalent.
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TabTh 9. Adult' education activities in Educational Region 8 by province:
enrolments and number of districts served, 1977

Chienvai Chiengrai Nan Phrae. % Lampang . . Mae Hong Sorts Lamphun ?
17 districts 15 districts 6 districts 7 districts '10 districts 4 districts 5 districts N.

. Activity
No.of No.of No.of 'No.of No.of No.of No.of

Enrol- dist. Enrol- dist. Enrol- dist. Enrol- dist. Enrol- dist. Enrol- dist. Enrol- dist.
\ t - *

meat served vent served' -cent served ment served ment served ment served ment served 0.,:-

664 6 545 50 495 7 133 4 211 4

..____z
, c*

.,1 015 6 735 6 1 34 8 140. 3 '850 5 N.
.C3

.
1 /

735 6 455 6 875 8 140 3 (
'.

315 5 Na
N.

A
70 2 210 2 430 1 - T..

350 .1

.tc

. ' .

%
Izt

'S.

80 2 180 3 150 --.2"------81-....... 2 84 1

88 2 117 .1 -

/

- - -. ---

Functional Literacy
__

Continuing Education
Leval 3 (Academic/
General, Stream)

608

3 360

8

17

571

'

1 610

5

14

....,
Continding Education
Level 4 (Academic/

General Stream)

1 855 17 1 400 15

Continufng Education
1.evel 5 (Academic/

General Stream)
1 015 r

-__

805 3

Adult Vocational
Schools (All Levels) 1 325 5 112 1

Mobile Trade
Training Schools 671

t
4. - -

Mobile Vocational
,Unite t i lo43 1

..1...........

Interest Groups 500 3 :349

-,
3

Village Newspaper
Reading Centres la 174* n.a. 177* n.a.

---1/2-

Public Libraries 9* 8 10* 16

Rural reformation

Service

183 531 n.a. 132 501 n.a.

83 3 - - 150 2 50 1 42 1

4,- it
500 9 849 . 7 349 10, 300 4 735 5

124* n.,1 245* n.a. 42* n.a. 145* c1. a.141* n.a.

5*. 5 3* 3 \ 6* 6 1* 1 5* 5

44 66S n.a.-55 ,m.a. 194 533 n.a. 12 600 n.a. 38 503 n.a.298
, 3 )

4.,

Number fpentres or libraries

n.a. data not aitailable
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4The administrative system to

All the prograMme of the Adult Educ ation Division cur-
rently available are offered nationwide. Up to the'present
most if not all of these programmes have been initifted,
planned, and developed by Bangkok=based Division officials
working to some -degree in collaboration with provincial edu-
cation supervisors. For example, in the.EighA Educational
Region Division officials have undertaken apl)roximately 801
per cent of the programme development work (e.g. needr as- .

sessment, programme design, curriculum and materials develop-
ment, teacher training) The provincial education author- .

ities have had the prime responsibility for programme imple-
mentation and supervision. Briefly, theAe authorities ad-
vertise programmes, select sites, recruit and hire instruc-
tors, and conduct evaluatidn.and follow-up activities.

On the whole it couldbe said that the adult education
system has operated effectively where there has been enthu-
siasm for andcammitment to adult education on the part of
the provincial education officer and the supervisors under
him. But in other circumstances, when adult)ducation was
assigned to a supervisor as 'another dUty',--or, indeed, when
it was not the direct responsibilit7,of any one person, few'
activities were initiated or.conducted with any real inte est.
The Division could only stimulate programme activities by( its
annual budget allocation to.a province and its ability to
establish collaborative working relationships with provincial
authorities. In most if not all'of the provinces of the
Eighth'Educational Region the working relationships have teen
sound and programmes wide-ranging.

As part of the teceiltly initiated five-year reform and
expansion project for adult education supported in-part by
an IBRD loan, the Adult Education Division will establish
two new types of adult education facilities in the Eighth
Region./ At Lampang a regional centre responsible for research,
cu iculum dgvelopment, materials production and training is

* naw almost complete. Operating under the direction of the
Division and advised by inter-ministerial regional and natio-
nal committees, this centre and similar faellities in the
other parts of the country are viewed as technical service

/.It shouldbe noted that in many Of the provinces in the
Southern part of the country (e.g. Yala, Songkhla), local
authorities have had full responsibility for programme
development for some time.

21
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units responding to the needs and initiatives of the provin-

cial Lifelong Education Centres and education authorities
within their geographical region.1 Their overall goal will

be to 'develop programme models and content suited to the

context of the region they serve. The functions of the

Bangkok centre will be focused on matters related to national

co-ordination, policy-making, planning, and quallty control.

Division personnel wilt also haire important training func-
tions vis-a-vis regional centre staff and will continue to

have the prime responsibility for producing core curricula
for.those.courseso4e.g., Functional Literacy, Continuing '

Education,, etc.) offered nationwide and for con cting re-

search and evaluation studies.

ik

At Chiengmai and Nan provincia Lifelong Education

Centres are being eitablj.shed.2 W ing under'the author-

ity of the provincial authorities, he centres)Will operate .

all adult education programmes and special activities, direct-

ing 80 per cent of their efforts to the rural areas. They

will also serve as a focus fox co-ordinating efforts with
other development service agencies in their province.

AP
-Of-course, these administrative changes will be gradual

and will have their most significantmpact on those pro-
vincei where LECs will exist.3 In provinces where LECs

are not established the Division will continue to work through

the provincial education officer and his supervisors. The .

new system will resemble that depicted in Diagram II.

1. Other regional. centres are being established at Ubol
(Northeast), Ratburi (Central Plains) and Sohgkhla
(South)r.. 4

'2. A total of 24 'LECs will be developed as part of the IBRD
loan project. The Ministry's long range goal is to
establish LECs in each of the nation's 71 provinces

and in the slum areas in Banglyok.

3. In the current fiscal year the government plans to estab-
lish five LECs in provinces not covered by the IBRD

loan project. \ 22
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Diagram II. The adult education administrative syitem;(unofficial)
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Part II -.DETERMINING LEARNERS' NEEDS

Initial efforts

In August 1970 a teas of officials from the Adult Edu-

cation Division and local education authOrities carried out

a baseline survey in Lampang and Phrae provinces to obtain

data on village living conditions. Since funding was limit-

ed, the team was able to sample only two villages in each of

the provinces. In these eftofts they sought data on:

1. Village living conditions and economic activities

and practices;

2. Villagers' knowledge, attitudes, and practices in

areas of health, sanitation, family planning,

agrieulturei marketint, etc.,

3. Villagers' literacy levels and popular lexicon.

The team utilized two interrelated techniques; inter-

views (about 40 respondents average age 35) and grou, dis-

cussions. The data obtained from thesr efforts prodUced the

following composite of village life and villager characteris-

ticp.:

Language and education. While the villagers preferred

to Use the local dialect, all could underStind*Central Thai

and, *on requestedjivere able to copmunicate in it with

mdterate success.- Almost all those interviewed were able

to write at least one of their names. Although few of the 1"

adults had attended formal public schools, most were send-

ing their children to village schooli and placed a high value

on formal schooling. t;

Family life. Families averaged 3.3 children. Most

people had lived in their village for some time. Houses

were of basic wood structures, raised off the ground, and .

simply furnished. The, father was the recognized family head,

although women had.a significant role in decision-makinft

particularly in patters related to finances. The men spent

much of their working time in,the fields. The women were

primarily responsible for the household chores, shopping,

24
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Determining learners' needs

child care. However, during the planting and harvesting
seasons and at other times when their help was needed, the
women worked in the fields. Children began assisting with
household and. some field-related chores around the age of
seven to ten.

Nutrition. Most babies were not breast fed for more
than a month orso. After that time they were tea a mixture
of rice and bananas. Home grown Sticky (glutinous) rice was

'the staple diet with meat, fish, chicken, salt, and pepper
purchased from the market and garden vegetables serving as
supplements.

Jlutinous rice was cooked early in the morning and
eaten throughout the day. Little cooking was done in the
evening, particularly during periods when field work demands
were heavy;

Health practices. Most villagers purchased medicines
for colds and mimor discomforts without'consulting doctors.
Traditional medical practitioners were an important source
of advice and medicine for more serious matters. They were

also Sought out for vaccinations. Only when people were
seriously ill would they seek help from the staff of the
nearest health centre or make a trip to the provincial _,

hospital.

0 A few villagers practised family planning. The major-

ity were awareof or interested in information on birth con-
trol techniques. 4P

Occupations. The cultivation of rice both white and
glutinous, was the main occIpation of the villagers. Beans,

tobacco, garlic and challots were also cultivated but-mostly
for village consumption. During the dry season many villag-
ers sought work as hired labourers outside the village.
Agricultural practices were traditional and basic, employing
water buffaloes and simple hand tools.

Government. All the villagers were aware of the local
leaders (village headman, Tdmbonl officer), but few knew the
names of the District Officer, District Education Officer,
Prime Minister and King and Queen, or where the district
offices were located.

The interviews and group`tiscussions provided the
following insights oh villagers' attitudes:

10VTambon is an'administrative unit between the district
and village.
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Thailand's functional literacy programme

On education . Mosi"of the villagers felt education
was very important for their children in that it would en-
able them to develop literacy skills and, perhaps, eventually
become,teachers or government officials. Their hopt was
that their children would not have to work as they did and
cope with the un ertainties of agricultural prbduction. For
themselves, an e ation that provided occupational training
(tailoring,, hair dr sing, or business) and, literacy skills
was preferred.

On family size. A full range .of views was found but

a good percentage were interested-in limiting family size.

On 'wha they would like to be in their next life'. c

Most villageri\holed to be teachers or government officialls.
A few, however; would choose again to be farmers.
l

On what they would do with a gift of 2,000 baht. Many

responded that they would use it in ways related to improv-

ing their farms. A sighificant number suggested saving it.
Y..tSome young women s id thy would use the money to get occu-

pational training in non-agricultural fields. j

In addition to the village level efforts to secure
data, the Division team held-discussions with provincial and
district education officers. A particular issue raised by
Division representatives was whether matters in the curricu-

'lum related to family planning should be raised directly or
indirectly. The opinions of these local officials were split
with a slight` majority recommending a direCt, explicit ap-

oach showing the relation between large families and poverty.
. In of r areas as well, these officials were strongly suppor-
tive of approaches that provided direct information on what
villagers should do to solve their problems.

The dataand photographs gathered from this first needs
assessment effort were analysed by a committee formed by the
General Education Department. Drawing from this data the
Committee formuliAed a series of concepts which would provide
a basis for the !Functional Literacy. Curriculum. The result=
ing curriculum oonsisted of 73 concepts divided in four gen-
eral categories, i.e., Agriculture (18), Health and Family
Life (30), Economics (11), and Civics (14).1

Second efforts

In 1974 the Division initiated a Second needs assess- .

ment effort to obtain data for validating or improving units

1.The full curriculum is provided in Appendix I.
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Irv-the existing. functional literacy currituloom and for devel-

oping a more functional curriculum for the continuing educa-
tion programmes at levels III and IV. Support from the
Colombo Plan made it possible to carry out the study in each
quof the major regions of the country.

The approach utilized involved the following activities:

1. The Division invited villagers, local and provincial
officials, and representatives from various professional
groups working in rural areas .to a workshop. Using group
discussion and brainstorming techniques and reflecting upon
their awnexperienCes, the participants developed lists of
village conditions, interests, needs, and problems.

2. After the workshop the participants returned. to
their villages and spent the next one and a half months re-
flecting further on the matters raised during the sessions.
During this time they continued to record problem conditions
in their villages and to discuss potential causes with their
neighbours.

3. The original participants attended a second work-
shop. At this session they sought to'clarify the nature,
causes, implications and relative importance of the.problems
and arrange the village needs in order of priority.

4. Division planners then formed a team to conduct a .

nationwide 'survey in an attempt to validate workshop findings
with a broad, diverse sample of the population in both ad-
vanced and poor villages. The results of this study indi-
cated that villagers; in general, had a good understanding
of many of their immediate problems and, were often aware of
technical solutions to them. However, in areas in which
they lacked adequate information or technical knowhow, (e.g.
on nutrition) the villagers often did not know from where
to get the information, and even if they did, they lacked
the confiderice to approach the source of information.

The survey findings further indicated that it would,
not be necessary to include the content on agricultural tech-
niques in the curriculum. This interpretation was based on
two findings. *irst, a significant number of-the retpandents
were alteady'aware of appropriate agricultural techniques
and technical solutions to their agricultural problems.
Secondly, opinions regarding the causes of most agricultural
problems obtained from the farmers themselves "ha well as
local officials and extension agents tended to focus on
social and economic structural factors.
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OnlOhe whole,' he survey validated the need for course

content related to m ny of the areas and topiCs identified
during alsorkshops. In particular, in al1 parts of are

nation, it was found that rural people lacked access to ade-
quate information pn topics concerning personal health and
hygiene, populatfon and family planning, nutrition, sanita-
tion, and the rights and responsibilities of citizenship.

Using both workshop and Validation survey fialliis
the Division officials reviewed the existing functional
literacy curriculum, text, and teachers' handbook. These

efforts revealed that many of the issues presented, in the
original effort were still valid, a finding that wasihardly
surprising given the fact that most of the initial material
dealt with fundamental problems which defy short-term solu-

tions. The reviewers did, however, find it necessary to
clarify certain issues and, in general, to provide more
hard information in many of the lesson k related to health,
nutrition, and the other topics mentioAd immediately above.

A
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Part III --tURRICULUO ANME4X DESIGN
V

V
The philosophy,

.

As mentioned-in Part I, the planners of the Adult
Education'Division-formulated a philosophy Specially for
this programme to insure that the curriculum, texts, and
other 1parning materials, and the instructional techniques

.to be used would be guided by a common direction,and set'of
goals. The planners explored a number of philosophical

1,!assumptionh and strategies used in other programmes and in'
all cases found aspects that were unsuitable for the-Thai
-evetext. Many *roaches reviewed advocated behavioural
chhnges of ontlEyptor another. These efforts tended to,t
prescribe a seroi desired behaviours and develop learning
ac vities and instruct onal techniques that.wcruld'lead
1 'xplicitly or icitly,'to accept those.beha-,

4 iours.. Few provided learners with opportunities to take
' into account their own experiences and reflections: In thee{

approaches solUtions to problems were often simplistic,
viewed as:they were from a dingle perspective. The learners' ,

personal and community backgrounds were rarely given adequate
consideration.",

The Division staff concltAed that in attempting to
utilize such solutions learners would encounter serious ob-

, .staclesandwould not be akle to apply successfully anyuseful
.11Cowledge they-might gain cause they lacked a broad under-
anding of, br failed ts` milder sufficiently, contextual,

-factors; .For example, less na encouraging villagers not to
::. 'keep their livestock or'poul -under their homea_may be

justified from public health oncerns but failed to take into
account village, security ems and the premiience in anz
one area of thieves or ustlefs. In the same sense, lessons
encouraging' villagers o discontinue the pr ctice of using
open firea inside Poor velbtilated homes y be v lid` from
the point of view of those health specialii s con ernedwith

2the negative affects of inhaling excessivirimounts of 'smoke.
However, these prescribed solutions determined by outside
experts fail to account'for the 'fact Ibmt without such dioke
the residents would have problems related to insects and
mosquitoes, mild17,itood preservation, and warmth. In both

;29
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Thailand's functional ieracy programme

°these examples the pro osed remedy .for the iroblemcan;in
itself create more sip ous problems in other areas. ,

The adult education philosop .Which the Division plan-,
ners developed for this functions teracy progAnime was,
based on the pgevioss programme exper_ nces of the Division
,and a careful consideration of dominant Thai Buddhist "blues.
Morehver, recognizing that while resources for. adult educa-
tion would increase they would still be limited, these plah-
ners sought a philosophy that would promote greater self-
reliance in learning among adults. %C'e

*The Division's philosophy is postul3hed on the follow-
ings basic assumptions:

.

- All people seek happiness as their ultimate goal;

- Each:person Lust define happiness for himself on
the basis of h+4 or her own experiences, lipliefs,
abilities;

- While individuals may find it difficult to define
happinest for themselves, they tend to be happy

when they are in harmony, both emotionally and phy-
sically, with their environment, or, more realistic-/
ally) whenthey realize they are doing the best they
can to move toward such a harmony;

- Singe education and other development activities
should be.designed to serve man, they must assist
him to search for the tools (attitudes, skills, afid .

information) that will enable him to adapt himself
and his environment in order to create his awn level
of harmony.

In the Division's programmes a process known as,khid
pen ispromoted as a vehicle.to assist learners develop the
tools they need to work towards the level of harmo they

dehlre. First incorporated into the functional gracy .
.

proaramme,"thia process is being extended to al ivision

activities.

Before turning to the mechanics of this process, how-
ever, e definition of khid pen should be attempted. Fre-

quently, definitions refer to critical th/nking, fa ional
thinking, problem-solving and the like. ;Others clIghtit-
involves all these processes land moretid in Thai is
the verb 'to think'. Pen, when following another .4.41-b is

an Oaluative term implying a satisfactory level of perorm-
ance'of the preceding verb in the view of the speaker. Fdr
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example, one mayday tip his wife that his friend plays soccer
pen, indicating that he thinks his friend is an adequate
player. However, that same frien , when asked by the now,
admiring wife, may answer that he ays mai (negative) Oen,
indicating it this case/ that he of satisfied with his
abilities. A khid pen person, then,"can be someone whom
others recognize as having thought through a particular sit-
uation*well and/or who feels that way himself.,

Khid pen as a process may be defined in the following
way. A person approaches a problem an seeks potent ;a1
solutions to it by considefing or analysing data abaft:

ai
- his personal situation, including his values

(feelings), capabilities, weaknesses, and resources;

- his environment, including his community's social,
elcultural, political, and physical conditions; and

4! the best accumulated knowledge available related to
the issue and its potential solutions.

The problem and alternative solutions thus consA ideLag.,
the individual then chooses both a solution and a _course of
action designed to achieve his goals relying on the same
analytical proceds. If, due to circumstances beyond his
immediate control (e.g., a lack of certain knowledge or
skills) or an unwillingness to accept possible negative con-
sequences of necessary actions, he cannot choompthe solu-
tion he most desires or a course of action that will lead to
it, he will adopt a lesser solutiomor a course of action
that may make his desired solution possible in the long run.
These latter actions may include learning required skills,
obtaining more relevant or.fuller knowledge and information,
or initiating steps to modify obstaclesjOhich exist in his
environment.

In brief it could be said that the philosophy and its
application encourages people to change themselves or their

eenvironment or both, but not to endanger themselves, emotion-
. ally or physically, iqr their environment iff the process. In

programme terms thefollowing general tenets emerge.
- curriC4um should focus qn tl* real and immediate

probleMS of adult learners and their comininity;

1. Mai pen is,also used to mean 'not at all'i Since this,
individual does indeed play soccer, this use of mai pen
Indicates hiaimin dissatisfaction with his abilities.
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- materials should pose problems or describe potential

problem conditions and provide related technical
information'or indications as to where such informa-

tion can be obtain'd;

- learning sessions should be held in an atmosphere

A
conducive to sharing elperiences'and ideas;_

- the instructional processes should require, learner,

participation, draw oh learner experiences, and seek
learner solutions to*learner and community problems;

- the teacher's role in discussions is to facilitate,
to-encourage learners to consider the problems and
their potential sol.utions in light of theiiign°'sit-

uation and that of,their coymunity and the t tech-

nical knowledge available. Special concern Should

be directed to the..individual and community contexts

as these matters are-ofteriknegfecte0460chool tradi-
tions which emphasizejechnical knolOWItA

Finally, thinking in'Ichioir pen term ',d the functional

adult educatiN philosophyY provides rbroader perspective
than exclusive reliance on technical knowledge Or informati9n

about the sock context alone. In a-period of rapiq societal

change promoted 'by powerfUl forces, 4,4 relatively easy for
people to becomOjervants of one or seVerai competing vested

interest groups. Change ferced in tiles-fashion $n have
_serious negative implications for both the indi,06004la in--

tclved and the general society. If pOPle realip the impo
ante of thinking from all perspectives and angle hey wil

tend to choose a course of action that" Will bring Mem a de-

gree of happiness even when problema,can,not'be full resolved

ip a short time, regardless,of the'amoupt of resources brought
to bear on them.

I .1

Thervevelopment of the adult education functional literacy1p
'curriculum

%

Upon the completion of the bas c surveys in Lampang
and Phrae'provineesiOn 1970 (seeNbove"Part II) the Adult -

Education Division fequesteM that the 1,1inistry of Education
appoint a 'committee to develop a functional literacy curric-
ulum. The 22-man committee charged 'nth this duty included
representatives from the Ministries of,llealthr Economic
Affairs, and Agriculture in addition to specialist's from the

_Department of Educational' Techniques And the General Educa-
tion Department's Supervispry Unit.
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4 Curriculum and text design

Unfortunately, the deka gathdred from.the survey in
the two prlyinces.did not prAide a_sufficient basis for

'curriculumluilding.° Among the most serious shortcomings
was the fact that a majority of the survey questidns oon-
cerneak the` interviewee's personal background and dot their
health, occupational, and economic attitudes and practices.

,Moreover:the time allocated fOr the interviewing was in-
sufficient. 'As a consequence committee members had to rely
heavily on data previously' athered by other government
agencies and on views of illage problems that officials of
these agencies had developed through their experiences in,
various development efforts. Data of this latter type,'in
particular, proved useful as the individuals were intimate-
ly involved in a wide variety of field-level development
efforts. }'or instance, with respect to health content; the !
Division relied on the Ministry of Health officials who were
able to provide numerous examples of actual situations en-
countered in their work in Northern Thailand.

The relationship between curriculum content and the target
Broup's problems

The adult functional /ityracy curriculum consists of
a series Of self-contained units, each coved g one specific
probilem or idea. In theory the units des ribe conditions
laced by the targdt group and pose problems that these con-
ditions might cause. It is the responsibi4ty of the class to
determine whether or not the problems posed are their prob-'
less, to identify other problems that may arise from the
condition or situation, to note the beneficial aspects of
these conditions, and, finally, 'Co decide on alternative
solutions (if necessary) to the problems in their group dis-

cusdions._
_

The orlginarc-urriculum contained 73 unite., The gen-
eral subject area breakdown was as follows:

Agriculture 18' units

30 "

EcAomics' 11 "'

Civics 14 "

73 units

'A sample of curriculum units is provided further' on.
A description of the complete curriculum can be found in\
Appendix I.
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Samples (translations)

Agriculture.(total units 18)-

Condition : Many fanners leave their fields idle
once they have finished harves4ng
their paddy

Problem : Agricultural production is low. Farmers

do not e sufficient income.

Curriculum : Farmers sho-rd use their land al) year

concepts round. By fo sting crops such as corn
and vegetable with rice, farmefs can
increase their income. Legumes are
esnecielly recommended as they help to

restore certain soil'nutrients.

Ndalth (total units 30)

ACondition : People enjoy eating partially cooked
or raw meat and fish dishes. They like
the taste and believe such dishes are

nutritious.

Problem : Partially or uncooked meat and fish can

' carry parasites such as trichina, liver

fluke and tapeworms.

Curriculum : Meat and fish are apt to contain germs

concepts or parasites such as trichina, liver
fluke, tapeworms.; It is therefore
recommended that meat and fish should
not be eaten raw, but rather should be
cooked well so that any germs and
parasites will be eliminated:

11.1.

Economics (total 11 units)

Condition : Most farmers-do not have facilities for
storing their produce before selling it,/.

Therefore, when the middleman's buyers
offer a price, the farmers are often
obliged to accept if even though it is
low..For%example, a farmer who may get

M
25 satangs per egg from a u er, could
get one biht if he sold It the market.

Problem ; Farmers get low prices for their produce-_
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a
Curriculum : Selling goods that-will pass through 4

concepts many middlemen before reaching the re-
tail market will bring less income for
each middleman wants to make a profit.
To get a good price a farmer should
deal with the middleman-closest to the
retail market.

Civics (total 14 units)

Condition :

(Problem

Curriculum :
concepts

Although Thailand has a democratic
form of government, most villagers still
regard government officials as their
masters. They hold these officials in
awe and are often afraid to seek them
vut fot advice-- _

There is a gap between the people and
government officials. People do not
make use of their right to obtain
official services whicA can help them
improve their lives.

The governor is the head of the pro-

vince; the district officer the head
of the district. Both the governor
and the district officer are respon-
sible for seeing to it that government
services reach the people and for pro-
viding for their welfare. Villagers
should co-operate with officials to
Improve their' village and province.

The adult functional literacy textbook

After the functiona? literacy curriculum was estab-
lished a working group was formed to develop the textbook,'
This group consisted of the following personnel; Adult Edu-
cation Division officials, Thai language and arithmetic
supervisors, and educators skilled in the northern dialeets
and aware of the living conditions of the northern people.
Altogether there were six full-time members of the group and
a varying number of part-time resource people who asslated
in writing s lessons and anlysing the early drafts of the
text.

ficult

Th ess of preparing the teat was much more Alf-
t of constructing the curriculum. Considerable
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debate surrounded almost every step in the development of

the leisons as there vas a crash of opinions over matters
concerning key words and vocabulary selection as well as
sentence construction and le th. In any case, the basic

7principles evdhtually decide upon tq guide text develop-

ment were as follows:

1. Emphasis on content relevance.' Given.the fact
that the Adult Functional Literacy Programme aimed to pro-
mote knowledge related to the daily problems of the popula-
tion., the text was developed placing pal mount importance

on content relevance. From the moment the adult learners
began their studiei they were faced with lessons which in-

cluded discussion problems. Such content, was not put aside

until the learners had mastered the ability to read the , 4!

consonants and vowels individually and then in combination
as had previopsly been the case in all literacy efforts in

Thailand.

2.tEach lesson a self-contained unit. Given the fact

that the adult learners ln this programme were to study, only
two hours per day for three days a week, it was decided that
each lesson should be a self-contained unit which* could be

completed in the two hour period. The understanding that
rural adult learners could not attend class on a regular
basis further reinforced this concept. In these self-con-
ta4ned lessons all componetIp, namely, key words, reading
passage, language drills, and arithmetic lessons went relat-
ed to the particular knowledge or concepts covered in the
lesson.

1

3. Related Thai language and arithmetic amponents.

Even though in most curricula arithmetic is an indePindent
subject area, in the adult functional literacy curriculum
the arithmetic content of the lesson is cla'ely connected
with the Thai language content.- For example, in a lesson
about farmers the arithmetic component includes problems in-
volving farmers as well. Moreover, in a lesson about family
planning, the arithmetic section focuses on reading the
calendar, knowledge that is usefill in calculating the days
when one should take contraceptive pills.

4. The textbook made from separate cards. One special
cHaracteristic of the functional literacy text is that in--

'--- stead of being a regular book it consists of aseries of
separate cards. This format was adopted for the following
reasons:
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a) To avoid overwhelming the learners by pre'enting

them with a'thick text that appears formidable.

b) To motivate the learners to attend classes regular-
ly so that they can add pages to their book.

c) To allow for easier teartirevisions, additions, or
deletions depending on- -local needs.

The learners receive a binder in which they can keep
the lesson cards that they receive.each time_they attend class.

--_ 5. Use of pictures to introduce thi lesson or concept.
Pictures are used frequently in the functional literacy text.
Most are real 4fe photographs takeh'in the northern part of
Thailand. The rposes of these photographs are as follows:

IS.To help the learners to reflect on real problem
conditions in their community and thereby make the
problem presented real, not hypothetical.

b) To motivate 44scualon of the problems that the
learners face in their daily lives..

Instructional technives

The instructional techni es used in the progr
were specifically designed to be onsistent with the Divi-

sion's philosbphy of educatiodk The steps involved art as

follows: 4/ //

1. Use of pOtographs to introduce the lesson concept.
The lesson'begins with the teacher showing he photograph oa

. the Wall chart/ to the learners. Photographs.ahe selected
for their ability to_ stimulate learners to reflect upon con-
ditions they and their community confront. For instance,
When they see a photograph of a person drawing water from ,a
Well, they may think of the times they draw water ffom the

-wells in'their village. Or, when they gee a,photograph of
garbage scattered on the ground or being burned, they may
think about how garbage is disposed of in their village. It

Is not an easy matter to secure photographs that:rill stimu-
late the learners to =reflect upon problem situations. Con-

it is often necessary for the teathers'and learners

1.The-large, easily visible wall chareequplicating the pic-
ture and reading passage found in the learneW text are
used as. aids in both the introductory discussion and read-

ing drills.
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to tS1k.together about t conditions in the photograph and,
then, discuss related conditions common fn their village.
But theseconversations should not be carried on to the
point where the teacher offers instruction in the causes of
and solutions for problemi that may Wst in the'cionditionk.
Photographs are used whenever possible; however, when a lot
of details -are required and an appropriate photograph cannot
be located, drawings are included. The current revised ver-
siofi of the adult functional literacy text has 95 photographs
and two drawings.

2. Study key wordi4to introduce lesson Concepiss. Thai

language texts for beginners have different ways of using
key words. Most select words that include Certain vowels
and consonants in order to teach or reinforce techniques for
combining lettersr Words that meet this criteria have a
serious limitation in that they often do not convey any im-.
(portant, functional concepts. The Functional Literacy Pro-
ject, therefore, did not follow this approach. Instead, text
writers selected key words which conveyed the lesion concept
directly and did not concern themselves with the_Vowel-con-
sonant combinations they contained./

TS function of the key words in the functional liter-,

acy text are as follows:

a) ta.convey the gist of the lesson content;

b) to introduce the lesson concepts; and

c) to aid the learners to develop a vocabulary of "%-
words commonly found in printed matter in rural
areas.

3. Pose issues and questions to stimulate discussion. In
theory, discussion should dominate functional literacy claises.
However, discussion does not take place without susta1ned sti-
mulus, particularly in Thailand Owe school and other edUca-
tion traditions have rarely utilized this technique. After
reviewing ways discussion could be stimulated the planners of
the adult functional literacy programme decided not to rely
on methods that involved excessive teacher questioning as it
was felt that, given their prevailing attitudes about and
experiences with schooling, learners would tend to merely
answer those questions and. more seriously, seek answers that

L For a full list of the key words used in the text see
Arpt.r.dix
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would please the teacher. Techniques of this nature would
not, therefore, be sufficient either to strengthen khid pen
capabilities or to promote independent decision-making among
the adult learners.

As a result it was decided that teachers would merely
pose issues for the learners eR consider,first, in small
group discussions and, later, as a class. In phrasing the
issues two ground rules were established. First, the issue
should be stated in such a way that the learners would find
no clues as to a 'correct' position to take on it, that is,
the statement should be value neutral: Seond, to the .ex-
tent possible, the phrasing should stimulate the learners
to consider not merely technical knowledge or information,
but also data concerning' their social add environmental con-
textand_ their own_reffBurcts or lack thereof. The issues
are nd, contained on the learners' lesson cards and are
found only in the teachers"handbpok.

Several issues drawn from the current curriculum are
offered below as samples.

Samples (translations)

a) From a lesson on transplanting paddy seedlings

1. to you think that the methods used to transplant
paddy.aeedlings in your village are the best
possible or not? For what reasons?

2. Is the saying 'bad soil, plant close; good soil,
plant wide' relevant to transplanting rice seed-
lings? Please explain why.

3. In the past year what guidelines did yoblfollow
in transplanting your paddy seedlings? y did
you do it that way?,Next year do you thi k you
will do it the same way?f so, why? If t,

why not?

b) From a lesson on family planning '

1. Compare the general physical health of a Woman
you know who has many children with a woman you
know who has only a few? How are they different?
Similar?

F

'2. Do you agree or not with the common slogan which
says that a woman who has a lot of children will
age rapidly and lose her beauty? Why? Why not?

39
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4
3. In our viillage in the future should parents have

many _or few children? Why? Why not2..."0-
.

. .

c) From a lesson on forming groups

1. In this village have any groups ever been formed?
What were the advantages and disadvantages? If
there is no group formed yet, should we try to
organize one? Why (for what purposes)?

2. Talk about foreign investment in Thailand. They

often form a grodp of shareholders. Should we ,

do the same?

3. From now on should we work as a group or team?

Why? Why not?

4. Have learners break into small groups for distus-

sion. After the picture has been discussed and the issues
raised the teacher asks the learners to divide themselves
into small grobRs of six to seven to discuss independently
the issues pose4 The teacher does not participate in'these

discussions but cts only as a facilitator/adviser of the
groups if re ted. The concern is to minimize the teacher's

influence these discussions. These small group discus-

sions a expected to provide the learners with the oppOrtun-
ity and atmosphere appropriate for:

4

a) thinking imaginatively, critically audCreatively.
(If the teacher is allpwed to participate in group
discussioi4the Thais traditionally tend to accept
the teaoteks ideas); and

'

b) exchanging experience's and Ideas (life experiences
offer many valuafr insights into problems and
their solutions, conventional analytical frame-
works and solutions often are inappropriate in
rural contexts. Moreover, some solutions offered
by modern technology can have serious negative
consmences for the ecology and living standards
of the rural areas);

c) openly discussing both the advantage and disadvant-
*-ages of various actions and, thereby, developing
a broader perspective on problems and proposed
solutions;

d) becoming familiar and comfortable with the idea of
speaking out publicly.on issues and realizing that

40
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they, the learners; as,well as high ranking or .

senior officials or group leaders, can and
should speak out oniissues. (To stimulate sense
of responsibility in family, community-and
finally national le el interactions. To eon-

. vert conventional wakes roles as followers to
4ctiVioles as self and community developersY.

5. Learners find their own solutions. Another distinc- '.

tive characteristic of the adult functional literacy teaching
process is that the learners not the - teachers choose their
own solutions to the issues posed. Their decisions may be
different depending on their own context. The teacher should
not attempt to manipulate the learners' thoughts but should
leave the solution open for each person to decide. For the
teacher to Impose certain ideas of beliefs on the learners
would only reinforce the usual dependency relationship the
student has formed with the teacher at a time when such
relationships are gradually changing. -

6. Key words drilled and memorized. After discussion,
the teacher's,role becomes more directive as the key t4ords
appearing on the front of lesson cards are drilled and memo-
rized. The purpose of.this part of the lessons is to provide
learners with an opportunity to learn words that are frequent-
ly found in newspapers, official government statements, and
other printed matter encountered in rural areas. .

7. Reading drill passage. Once the learners have
.

mastered the key words the tpcher guides them through sev-
eral readings,of the lesson passage. These passages offer
furtherdrills'on the key words and are designed to develop
the learners' ability to read simple sentences. Their con-

tent provides information related to the issues discussed.
Often this information includes solutions to the problem as
well. AA a result, a frequent criticism of this approach is
that these solutionA will have too much influence on the
learners and, indeed, that the learners may adopt these text-
book solutions instead of ones they have determined on their

own. In theory, the learners are expected to treat these4r-
textbook solutions as additional options that should be cont
sidered only in'the light of learn r and comminETTY context'

and, also, against better techniCa ledge.

The reading passage is foun on the reverse side of
the lesson card' containing the photograph. This passage
contains the key words found under the picture and inforTa-
tion concerning the problems or.possible solutions to treinAb

J
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In order that the lear may remember the key words

the passage contains these word in the first two or three

sentences. In the subsequent sentences there are blank
spaces where the appropriate key words, selected from a list,

are to be filled in by the learners. Following are tWo

samples. of this part of the lesson.

. Sa9ples (translations)

a) Thais have different occupations.

Some have occupations as paddy farmers.

Some have occupations as fruit growers.

.Some have as civil servants.

Those occupations which many people aree
engaged in are important.

Many people have occupations as paddy
farmers so paddy farming has a lot of

ance.

important

occupationg

b) In the planting season we grow rice.
oncekhe planting season is over,we
grow beans or other vegetables. We income
plant rice and grOw vegetables in
rotation all year round. When we tate

grow

our vegetables tp sellve increase rotation
our income.

If we want to increase our we

should, after the rice harvest,

vegetables in 411 year round.

-16

The,reading passage, the , provides the followitig:

. a) A summary of some of the points likely to
be made in the discussion.

b) A reading and writing exercise.

c) An exercise that will enable-the learners to
1 remember the key words. a

. .

.42
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An encouragement to the learners as they__

.. ucceej in selecting the correct key word- .."

.each blank (it utilizes the immediate
4110. sponse and reinforcement principle of pro-

* .,.

.
. v grdmmed texts).

Iv
. .

.

.

Writing exercises. The next part of the lesson is
the wri g exercise; A variety of teacher-guided,drills

tare used throughout the 'text. The vocabulary used in these
Axercikes_include emphasis on the key words of the lesson.
is ehivlatter lessons question.and answers_ related to the '

0 .
. inforMAtion and, often, solutions Contained in the reading

passag:pe--pfesente& Samples-of.these exercises follow:
.6,

.

r Samples (tran slations)
.

a) Please copy 41 follo1:4-words and-read them:
-0

.

4111

mercy

kindnesitg

service

41,

4-to
6 sppled'person

deaf

health station

a

b) Please complete the words in the sentences -and,
then react' the sentences.

ni:unil u vi,11 _1, 171

Anus; ri_b ti...0 an

(a f mily has fath , a ther and child

The father a mother m st Ta se the children).

c) F.111 hrfitht following sentences with the appropri-
ate wor,from the following fist: vegetables, beans,
paddy, rotation; grow, hav%, year, more.

1. During the planting season we grow

'2:' After the planting season we grow

p or other

r

1
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4

:3. We plant rice and grow vegetables tin

all year, long.

d) Answer these questions.
is

What foods have high nutritional value?

_t

What foods make us strong and healthy?

What fbods have-the same nutritional value
as meat and eggs?

All the lesson components described above are now
contained in the cards distributed,by lesson to form the

basic text.

9.. Numeracy drills. The last componeneoreaclit .

lesson concerns basic computation skills. Oncg basic skills_-
in addition, subtraction, etc. halie been drilled, the
lesson includes problems. The vocabulary,a4 often the
substance of these arithmetic problems are related to the
key words and subject matter used in thq early par's of the
lesson. Many of these exercises are now structured'along
the lines of those found iii- programmed teXts. The learners

receive separate workbooks containing. these drills at present,
but will soon receive the numeracy exercises on cards to be
included with theother lesson'components in their basic text.

Teacher' edbook

These handbooks contain replicas of the lesson cards
(illustraVon or photograph, key words, and reading passage)
distribute,Ito the learners plus the lesson rationale, objec-
tives, and suggested issues for discussion. Several examples
from ttecurrent version of this handbook are presented'belaw.

Samples (translations)

Lilpsson on crop :Cation

tionale. It has been observed Mat after harvest-
rmers are likely to leave their fieldoidle. Ex-

ften r'fer to the individual farmer's ignorance
41F-

ing paddy f
planations

5
rk
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of the waste involved or his indifference to the need, to

utilize fully and care fqr land he does not own. Other fac-

tors are obviously involved and equally important. None-

theless, the result is that farmers lose opportunities to
add_to their income and maintain the fertility of the soil
40y,leaving their fields -idle during the period betWeen her-

vest and the next planting season.

Objective. To encourage the learners-toglecome
aware of the possibilities they have to earn more Income and

maintain soil fertility by cultivating their fields thro

out the year and rotating crops.

S ested,issues or discussion

a) Is it true that farmers can add to their income

.
and maintain soil fertility by planting throughout the year
end rotati.ng crops? Why? y not?

b) Why do some pe leileave their fields idle after

harvest? What are the obsta preventing them from doing

otherwise? How can these ob ta les be overcome?.

2. Lesson on f mil annin

Rationale. Many families In Thailand are-faced

with problems caused in part,i leagt, by low income. In-

variably, members of large f nilies with insufficient earn-

ings must deal with signific t physical and psychological

hardships.

Objective. To provide a forum for the adult learn-

ers to discuss the advantages and disadvantages of large

family size in light of their own needs and concerns.'

Suggested issues for discussion

a) Do you agree with the saying 'If you have any

children, you are likelypto be poor'? Why? Why not(

b) Reflect on your current circumstances. 'Do yOu

want, to have a large family or a small one? Please elaborate.

The mai purpose of the Teacher's' Handbook is to sug-

gest ways In h the teachers can conduct their classes
without relyin 'on the technique that has been most familiar
qa them since childhood and has been utilized in all prior

riarning'and teaching experiences, i.e., lecturing.

a
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Evaluating learner performance

The regulations issued by the Ministry of Education
in 1973 regarding the Adult EducatiOn Functional Literacy
Programme prescribes the following%criteria for determining
whether or not a learner 'passes' the course and 'receives a
certificate: -

'The student will attend class for at least 70
per centVbf the total class time in any 4mester.
In cases when a student does not meet this stipu-
lation and teacher considers that individual
to possess-sufficient knowledge and motivation,
the teacher may provide make-up instruction ses-
sAons so that the individual can meet the minimum
attendance;requirement. Only at that time may the
student be recommended for a cert cate attest-
ing to his or her completion of i programme.

During the course of the semes , a minimum of
three examinations prepared by- the course instruc-
tor will be 'administered in each of the following
areas;,Thai language, mathematics, subject matter
knowledge, and attitude change. These examinations
will be diagnostic and the resultsbused for course
improvement."

The regulations also call for the use of pre- and
,post-testing. The pre-test, prepared by regional or provin-
cial education supervisors, is composed of four parts; Thai .
language and arithmetic achievement, general knowledge and
information, and attitudes about various family life natters.

The post-test, identical to the pre-test, is adMinis
v-ter ed by.the same supervisors. The objective of this test is
to mpure gains through pfe- and post-test 'differences.
These results, like those on the tests prepared by the course
instructors, are not to be used in deciding whether or not a
student is to receive a certificate. that decision is based
largely on attendance records and, to some extent, on the
teacher's independent evaluation of an individual's literacy,
umeracy,and problem-solving skills. , '

Research on the tional literacy programme

In 1971 the It Education Division requested an out-
side research committee/ to make an independent study of the

/.The committee was chaired bydKamol Sudprasert, with Chalong
Boonyanan as secretary.
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functional literacy programme in Lampang and Phrae provinces,
specifically the learning gains achieved by the participants.
Results showed that reading ability Increased significantly
from ad initial score ofjust over three to a final. score of
Just-ever six on a nine point scale. At the same time,math-
ematical ability increased from 3.7 to 6.5.1 Attitudes*,

measured using a Likert scale, were found to have changed
significintly in a positive direction in 18 of the 22 con-
cepts. Changes were most profound in concepts related to
family planning and agricultural practices.2

However, in 1974 another independent study3 showed
the average Thai langueage and mathematical skills of-func-

tional literacy graduates to be lower than the national aver-
age forteth grade students in the school system bur higher
thai.:13hat,for 3rd grade students.

In 1975 two additional research efforts were under-
taken. The first4 indicated that (1) the literacy retention
rate among functional literacy programme graduates was
lower than that of grade IV graduates from the regular school
system (both groups.being tested three years after graduation)
and (2) the literacy retention rate among both functional
literacy and grade IV- graduates residing in communities with
a Village Newspaper Reading Centre was greater than those
without a Centre.

1. The reading test measured abilities ranging from recogniz-
ing the alphabet (1) to reading complex sentences ,(9)
The mathematics test, similarly graduated, measured abil-
ities ranging from recognizing symbols (1) to solving
complex problems ('9).

2. Fdr a full description of these efforts and findings see
Adult Education Division, Department of General Educa-
tion, Ministry of EducatiOn Report on the Evaluation of
VOze Adult Education Functional. Literacy Programme in
Lampang and Phrae provinces, 2514, mimeographed. (in Thai)

3..Soriaong Asawagoon. Literacy levels of graduates of the FL
Aprogramme. Bangkok, Chulalongkorn University, 1974.
(Master's thesis in Thai)

4. Kulab Wangdeekul. Literacy retention among graduates of
the FL program. Bangkok, Chulalongkorn University;
5.18 (1975), TMaster's thesis in Thai) .
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t

A second more extensive effort invoked the National
'Education Council, Office of the Prime,Minister and the Adult

Education Division.1 Sampling throughout the four major geo-
graphical regdposismof Thailand, this research was completed

in early 1977. Among its findings were: (1) the reading,
writing, and mathematical abilities of =functional literacy
,Eaduates were acceptable (regular school grade level equi-
valents were not determined); (2) Northern students scored
lower in language *ill areas than students from the South
and Northeast; (3) iadividuals who had never studied before
scored lowei than those who had; () male students scored
higher than female '4n all areas;, and (5) -learners residing

in areas with a Village Newspaper Reading Centre scored
higher in reading skills than those without a Centre.

Curriculum and materials revision

There have been no specific research studies to
validate the currictklum content of the 'program* other
than the survey described in Part I.40Moreover, the Division
has-lacked.both the personnel and resources required to es-
tablish and maintain a 114ply structured formative evaluation
programme. Nonetheless, it has received through periodic
follow-up meetings with functional literacy teachers and

supervisory personnel. Conducted by prtvincial supervisors

and often Division staff, these meetings Have evolved Into

wide-open discussion sessions, using techniques similar to
those the teachers .ve supposed to aialow in their classes.
Additional feedback has been obtained from f-ield workers and
from other government agencies who have voluntarily taken an
interest in the programme as they have viewed it as an im-
portant complement to their own efforts.

Guided by inputs from these sources, the Division has

4. made annual revision in the functiodal literacy materials.

and, to a lesser extent, in the curriculum. CUrricular
changes have been related for the most part to the content
of specific lessons, particularly those concerning agricul-
ture, and have resulted in refinements designed to increase'
relevancy. At present,hawever, the Divisign is planning a
major alteration in the curricular structure. The first

1. Fir a report on this study see Thailand. (Vries of the
National Education Council and Generalt'Education Depart-.
ment, Ministry of Education, Thailand. Pesearch'report
on the functional literacy program: Part I: An evalua-
tion of reading, writing, and mathematics and general

'educational conditions. Bangkok, ri.d. .
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pr ect to be affected by these changes will be the function-

al literacy programme for people living in the hill areas

within the Eighth Educational Region. Later, as the Regional

Centres currently under development begin to operatefat plan-

ned capacity, similar changes will be incorporated in all

functional literacy programme.

The new curriculum for the hill areas will consist of

a core set of concepts related to problems shared by all the

people, Thai as well as tribal living in these areas.1 This

core will amount to approximately' 60 per cent of the total

curriculum. The remaining 40 per cent will be devoted to

problems or issues common to specific'cultural groups or
localities. The ultimate goal is to offer sufficient choices

so that local administrators, thether with teachers and,

perhaps, the learners themselves, can select for the remain-

ing part of the curriculum lesson cards that pose problems
and concepts relevant to the unique circumstances of the

locality.

The Division has revised and reprinted the functional

literacodkext,each year since the lYogramme began. Major

changes during,the seven -year period have included, inter

aZia;
- increasing the size of the print and illustration

(1972-73),

- using more photographs (two-colour and multi-colour)

than' line drawings (1974, 1976),

- selecting key words which convey the desired Con7

cepts more clearly, but are less value-laden (1974,

1976, 1977),

1. Originally, this project was planned to focus exclusively
on the three most populous tribal groups: the Meo, Yao

andtKaren. During the first year of operations (1976-
77) it became apparent to Division and Department plan-
ners that such an app-roach worked against one of the
programme's critical goals; political, social, and

economic integration. By providing services excluzive-
ly for members'of these tribal groups and ignoring the
Thais and other tribal peoples living nearby or in the
same village, the programme was offering a potential
source of conflict among these people.

2. The Hill Trkbes Division of th, Social Welfare Department
has adapted a similar arda'approach for'its development
programmes.
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- simplifying exercises associated with the reading
passage (1977), and

- incorporating the language and arithmetic drills
into the basic text (1977). (Previously, separate
workbooks existed for eacl3).

Revisions in the teacher's handb6ok are similar to
those made in the tpt with respect to key words and tete
like. In dition, two major changes have been made.,First,
after the i tial year the teacher's handbook w s revised to
include a rep ica of the lessen ca 4distribut d to the
learners as well as the specialoin ructions and issues and
background information for eachrless Second, the new
handbook under preparatioh includes sp ific guidelines to
assist the teachers in their efforts to encourage learners
to consider more deeply factors related to themselves and
their society and environment before making decisions as to
how to solve a problem.

Conclusion: Currept and future efforts in programme revision

Division planners and specialists are urrently focus-
ing their 'concerns on the following aspects o the functional
literacy programme.

1. Teacher training. Observations of the past seven
years indicate that, in general, a'teacher who understands
and is committed to the instrubtional process - its philo-
sophy and goals more than the actual steps it involves can

easily overcome inadeqUacies in content relevance or the an-
dency of some lessons to impose ablutions. On the other hand,
teachers who do not share such an understanding and commit-
ment can live great difficulties even when there are no struc-
tural or content flaws in a lesson. As a result, the Division
has in the past se 1 years placed a high priority on its
teacher training 4Irivities apd approaches. Currently, a
model is in use which is based on the same khid pen instruc-
tional goals that teachers are expected to promote in their
classes and utilizes the same processes to achieve them./
Moreover, plans call for using this model or various adapta-
tions of it for training adult education workers at all levels.

1. An English translation of the training handbook in:which
this model is used is currently being prepared for the
Unesco Regional Office for Education in Asia and the
Pacific.
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There is'a growing recognition, however, that some of
the problems encountered with teachers can not be adequately
addressed by training activities that will always be limited '

in duration and, perhaps, follow-up by the availability of
,financial resources and qualified supervisory personnel.
Since many reoccurring problems tend to fall under the
general category of teacher attitude nd commitment,

Division officials are now viewing hem more as concerns for
recruitment than training.

2. Content relevance. While the Division has sought
ways of making curriculum content more relevant to learner
and csommunity needs, these efforts have been hampered by
highly centralized curriculum approval mechanisms and con-
cerns with standardization. However, as indicated above, in
the near future approximately 40 per cent of the functional
literacy curriculum will vary from region to region and, per
haps, require approval at the regional rather than the nation-
al level. Such reforms, while important, will in themselves
be insufficient. Ultimately, relevance can only be achieved
to a satisfactory degree when teachers and learners are en-
couraged to adapt the issues posed in each lesson to their
particular needs and seek, on their own, the necessary re-
sources, informational and otherwise, they require to resolve
those issues. At preient there are instances in which some
individual teachers and their classes are undertaking such
adaptations.

3. From Khid pen to Tham mi.( Certain Thai educators
have offered the suggestion that the functional literacy pro-
gramme should expand its khid pep goal of providing adult
learners with encouragement to think through issues and their
solutions well to include motivating these learners to take
action to resolve the issues (them pen).1 To accomplish an
expanded goal of this kind will necessitate the co-ordination
of the field work of the Division with other government rural
service agencies. The newly established pr incial lifelong
education centres and particularly their int r-agency advisory
committees offer mechanisms for close to-ordi ation at the
field level.

4. Formative progr evaluation. The current reform
and expansion effort, dp sored in part by an IBRD loan, will
provide the Division wit the additional resources and train-
ed personnel it require to develop more systematic feedback

. 1. Tham pen: to know how to do.
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and programme evaluation systems. At the fieldlevel Provin-
cial Lifelong tducati9n staff (averaging approximately 30
people) will provide the manpower for supervisory and data-

gathering visits. With respect to the technical aspects of
this work,the Regional Centres will share much of the burden

that hadpreviously fallen on a small central )rtaff.

Thi-vilvision regards the challenges it faces, in this

area as being amonahits most significant. The technical prob-

lems and those related to the administrationare not however
considered so serious as those related to attitude. More

specifically, the Division is aware that a 'programme evalua-
tion consciousness' which does not equate evaluatiod with .

inspection must be established. To these ends, a series of
staff training activities on evaluation (and in accordance
with khid fen processes) is currently in.the advanced plan-
ning stages), with the first scheduled for December 1977.

In conclusion the Division feels it has some exper-
iences, both successful and less-successful, to share with
other countries who attempt, in practice, to put their
literacy goals within reach of the individual. Specifically,

these experiences relate to programme planning, curriculum
and materials, and instructional and teacher training ro-

cesses. While the Divisionefeels it still has much to earn

in these areas, it would be most interested to learn f om
others' experiences in programme evaluation.
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gap

Appendix I

The Fuhctional Literacy Curriculum
4111P

Ezisthai conditions Potential problems Curriculum concepts

1. Most people espied in agri- 1.
culture are not putud of their
occupation.

2. Most farmers are not aware of
the sources velure they can

, get information on improved
tediniquei, seeds, etc.

villagers have
attitudes to-

they are
seekeek

other work than to try
to find ways of becom-
ing more successful
,formers.

2. Most farmers use tradi-
tional agricultural tech-
niques and do not
attempt to improve on
them.

3. Many fanners leave their lands 3
idie once they.have finished
hanestinelair paddy

4. Firmers do not use fertilizer
became they do not under-
/pad in mdse.

e-
,-- . do not know the

types of and tech-
niques for using fertilizer.

6. Farmers do not use or inpw
how to use cbemkal fertiliker.

.Agrieukural production
is low. Farmers do not
earn suffitient income.

4. Poor yield.

5. The use of fertilizer is
limited and when it is
used, it is often used

inliwaPeriY

4.

6. Thee use of fertilizer is
limited causing ldw
yield and poor soil.

53

1. Most Thai people are engaged in farm-
int Argricultund products earn more
income for the country than any other
industry. The farmer, therefore, is
important to the country.

2. it the farmer follows available advice
on farming methods, he should be
able to increase his production.

3. Farmers ehould use their land all year
round. By rotating crops such as Corn
and other vegetables, farmers can
increase their inceime. Legumes are
especially recombOurled as they help
liestore certain soil nutrients.

4. Man eats Mut lice consumes fertil-
izer. Fertilisal food for plants,
helping plants to grow better.

5. There are two genes' types of fertil-
izers, chemical and eaturaL
Natural fertiliser includes decomposed
and green manure. Readily available
natural fertilizers provide food for
planes. Manure should not be used
fresh. It should be allowed to decors;
poie or ferment. Clurnical fertilizer
should be used under a
diretiion.

6. Chemical fertilizer should be applied
three times: at the time of growing
seedlings, at ploughing and raking,
and bdpre the plants bar can which
can beaten or used to grow new
rice stalks.

To much chemical fertilizer causes
soil acty and wastes money; too
little application is ineffective.
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I. Agriculture (coned)

Existing village conditions Potential problems

7: Farmers burn rice stalks after
the harvest to make plough-
ing easier.

7. Rice stalks can become
natural fertiliser.

8. Most farmers pow the same 8.
kind of rice for years, because
they do not realize that dif-

The potential yield of
agricultural crops is
grater than the actual

ferent varieties of rice have dif- yield.
ferent qualitiehand yields.

9. Farmers, in general, do not
. take masons to eradicate

pests and insects which
destroy thei crops.

10. Section currently under revi-
sion. Oripnal condition con-
cerned the spacing of rice
seedlings &ring transplant-
ing. However, with new rice
verbena, the question.of
spacing may no longer be
a problem. f

11. Fanners still do not use tech- 11. Low yield
nques which increase crop

y;eiff: the applinstr.+ of fer-
tilizer ' eradication of pests,

.
and proper use of irrigation

9. Crept are ruined by
pests and insects.

12. Inseliticide can cause illness
and death for both people
and animals if the users do
not follow the instructions
related to necessary precau-
tions, proper equipment,
and proper storage.

13. People do not know how to
use medicine and fist aid
techniques, nor how to store
medicine safely.

14. A thin rice stalk, caused by
a shortage of water when
the rice is bearing its spike,
results in low yield.

Curriculum oncepts

7. Burning rice stalks destroys1 source
of topsoil nourishment, but should be
done when mice, aphids and other

exist.exist.

8. Good seeds produce more rice. Good
seeds can be identified by characteris-
tics such as long, straight, hard and
unchalky grains.
A solution of 5 kilos of salt in 4 gallons
of water should be used to test the qual-

fillty of seeds. Rice seeds which sink are
strong and will grow fast; chess should
be selected for seedlings.

9. Seeds should be treated with insecti-
cides before storage.

I I. The eradication of pests, Insects, and
plInt disease proper use of irrigation;
an.: proper application of fertilizer
will enable the rice to pow well and
yield a better gram.

12. Users of the fertilizer 12. Tbe proper use and dangers of instal-
may be poisoned and . odes and other disease killing drop
die. should be thoroughly understood

before application. These chemicals
should be well'kept away from people
and animals.

13. People can become ill
from improper or acci-
dental use of medicine,
and even die.

14. Low yield and poor
quality of rice.

54
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13. People should learn how to use medi-
cine and how to store it so that it
does not endanger people or animals.
Insecticides used on rice crops are
dangerous. Before spraying, we should
check that the sprayer does not leak.
While spraying, we should stand up-
wind and cover our noses and mouths ,
with a cloth. After, spraying, we should
not smoke and should take a b'ath with
soap. Also, we-should wash our clothes
thoroughly.

14. When the race is bearing its spike, care
must be taken to keep water at the
proper level; otherwise a low yield and
poor quality of pain will result.
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I. Agriculture (coned)
Exiting village conditions Potential problems Curriculum concep

15. Harvest ing& the wrong time 15. Low quality rice.
causes 104Prttaiiiy rice-

16. Carelessness during harvest-
ing and, storage causes differ-
ent grades of grains to be

this lowers the
q of the rice.

17. A barn which s dirtAind
has much moisture causes
diseases to develop in the
rice grains, breeds insects
and makes the rice rot.

18. Farmers do not use labour
saving devices because of
their high prices. They do
not knew how to combine -
their capital to purchase
machines for ploughing,
threshing, and pumping
water.

"71)

16. A poor quality of rice
Seduces profits.

17. Rice storeckin a dirty,
humid barn can carry
disease. Insects and
mice damage the qual-
ity of rice.

15. Spikes are full-grown when the lower
part of each spike turns yellow and
the end part to the middle of the leaf
turns dry.
Reaping before the grain becomes
fully developed results in a thin, easily
broken grain. Over-ripe spikes yield
less rice, for many grains may tall off
before reaping.

16. Quality rice, which can.be sold at good
prices and is in demand, must contain
only one grade of grain, not a mixture,
and be clear of soil, pieces of rice
stalks, and other foreign matter.

17. Barns should be clean and sprayed for
smoked with insecticides before stor-
ing paddy in them. This protects the
paddy from diseases, insects and mice.
Moisture may cause diseases in rice
grain, which can result in death for
those who consume it.

18. Limited utilization of 18.
agricultural labour -
raving machines causes
a waste of manpower
and low yields.

Labour-saving devices, such as tractors
and threshing machines are more
efficient than manual-labour; they
save time, energy and contribute to
greater productivity.
Farmers can join together to buy
machines which will help reduce the
purchase cost for each individual
farmer.

II. Health

Existing village conditions Potential problems Curriculum concepts

1. Most villagers do not take
adequate precautions against
sickness; this is an obitacle
to earning a living.

2. Most people do not realise
the importance of nutrition
and cleanliness for plod
health. Insufficient consunp-
tion of food cameo illnesses.
Unhygienic and untidy PIT-
roundinp also can be a
soiree of illness.

1. Illness causes unhappi-
ness and mates an
obstacle for tinning a
Irving.

4

2. People at unbalanced
diets and live in un-
sanitary surroundings.

1. Health is the most important treasure;
healthy people axe happy and are able
to earn a better living.

2. An unbalanced diet, communicable
diseases and an unsanitary environ-
ment cause sickness in peeplf.

3. The same food is eaten every 3. Eating with no consid- 3. Eating the nutritious foods the bodg
day, just to prevent hunger but eration of its nutritional needs makes men and women healthy

1. 55
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II. 'Healt (coned)

:Exiting village conditions Ootential problems Curiictfitmt concepts

without considering its nutri-
tional value. For example,
when nutritious fruits are
abundant, people alien
ignore e101fm.

4. People do not know alterna-
tive sauces for needed nutri-
ents, such as protein. For

example: green beans, pea-
nuts, or soya beans can
replace meat.

5. People enjoy eating Plirtir
cooked or raw meat and fish
dishes such as Lab, Lue, Goy.
They like the e and believe

such dishes are 'tiotts.

6. Most people regard fruit as
unimportant to their health.
When eaten, fruits are not
thoroughly washed, but just
brushed off by hand.

value may cause
malnutrition.

p

and strong. A person's daily food
should indude rice, meat. Mt,
vegetables and fruits.

A. People consume an in- 4. Eating meat and eggs.makes men and

adequate amount of women nd strong; increasing

protein. their imnienVagainst disehse. Whcn
meat and eggs are not available, peen
beam, soya beans and peanuts can be
used instead.

5. Paitially or uncooked
meat and fish can carry
parasites such as tridii-
nisi liver fluket.and ..
tapeworms.

5. Meat and fish are apt to contain germs
or parasites such as trichini, tape worm',
and liver flukes. It is therefore recom-
mended that meat should not'be eaten
raw, but should be cooked well so that
germs and parasites will be eliminated.

6. Insufficient consume- 6.

tion of fruit and vege-
-tables which provide
important body
nutrients.

7. Most people do not reali*,... 7. Poor sanitation breeds 7.

that proper sanitation andlIdy mosquitoes, rats, and

surroundings can prevent illness. flies which carry disea-
Specifically, illness can be caused sea harmful to humans.
by wearing dilly clothes, improper
storage of mosquito nets, and
improper garbage disposal.

8. Villagers go to the bathroom 8. The absence of using 8.

wherever convenient; they see lavatories,annel COM-
* no need to have lavatories municable diseases such

inside the house. as dysentry, cholera
and intestinal fluke.

9. People raise animals under-
neath their houses.

9. Keeping animals under, 9.
the house causes dirti-
ness and unclean air,
and breeds mosquitoes.

10. Most people build wells im- 10. Improper well con
prokily. They do not know struction causes

56
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Vegetables and fruit are important to
us; they make our bodies fresh and
strong, bur complexion fair, and they
help regulate bowel movements. Daily
consumption of vegetables and fruit is
recommended, but washing is necessary
before eating.

A home which is dean is a comfort-
able place to live and is free from
disease. An untidy, dirty home, with
garbage, animal excrement, and holes
of water in the pound, is a breeding
place for mice, flies and mosquitoes
which Luse diseases.

A lavatory, convenient for tpe any
time; should be provided and be free
of bad odour and flies, hence from
intestinal, worms.

A cat enclosure or fowl house
not be kept under the house,

may cause dirtiness, bad odour,
and disease, and make a nuisance.
Pens should be nude away from the
house; however, if it is necessary to
make them under the holase, they
should always be kept thoroughly
clean.

10. A good well should be about 30 metres
from a lavatory, should be built with
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' Apralen(coned)

Existing village conditions Potential problems

curriculum

Curriculkum concepts

-the correct distance from
the lavatory to locatelhe
well, to ensure clean water;
do not use the prow means
to fetch the water; and do not
cover the well to protect the
water from litter and other
dirty objects.

*Because it is convenient, 11.
.1111st people throw litter
into the river! or canals.

12. People often sell diseased
animals as food, because

. they do not want to waste
the meat. However, they-do

.not realize that this 'pay
cause disease in humins.

13. Most people do not know
how to prevent disease nor
how to make use of hnvOital
and public health facilities.
People'are brbught for treat-
ment only afterillners occurs.

4

communicable diseases
such as dysentry and

liP .
litter thrown in th;

water dire) sisal-

canals

breed Con s

low. Such ter can

diseases.

12. The mea
animals co
and bacteria 'eh

cause communicable
disease if tonsutned.

1

germ,

0 \

13. People may die
because they do not
know how to prevent
disease nor how to
make use of hospital
and-public health

casings, and should be covered to guard
against dirt. To bring up water, one
receptacle should bellliovided especial-
ly for this purpose. Water taken from
such Alien is suitable for drinking,

1. Litter, dead animals and ether thine
should not be thrown in rivers, springs,
mad* or marshes, because they may
make the water dirty, make the'river
bed shallow, and cause communicable
diseases.' Places should be provided
for-colleting litteri;lien irhould by
buried, burnt or used as decotnpos
fertilizer.

2. 'Diseased animali'diould not be sold
or used as food for.they can cause
communicable disease. Dead animals
should beturied or burnt. For bury-

' ing, the dead animal should be placed/
in a hole at least wig metre deep and
should be sprinkled with lime and ash
before covering with soil.

I.

ulations and vaccinations shoullte
13. As a precaution against djiase.innoc-

io
taken as often as official notices
recommend. '

During severe epidemics such as cholera
or typhoid, sick persons should be
brought to the helpital at once and
quarantined.

.
If. Because leprosy, yaws and 14. People with leprosy, ' 14

tuberculosis were believed to -, yaws, tuberculosis are

be incurable diseases, people not properly treated."'
with these diseases have been
left alone add not treated. $

t' '6/Still today, villagesiaremn-
.....

Ig sure of the proper treatment
for these diseases and of how

t
4
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Excrement of the dick persons should
be sprinkled with germicide, lime or
ash, and should be buried to prevent
further spreading of the disease.
Clothes and other articles should be
boiled to kill disease germs.

. .eprory, yaws, tuberculosis, and
venereal disease.= be cured. Persons
with the disease should be brought to
a health centre, or hospital. Sharing
food and articles with others must be
avoided to prevent further spreading
of the disease.

69
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II. Health (coned)

Existing village conditions Potential problems

.toiecognize their symptoms.
They abo do not realize that
by sharing articles with others,
illness can be transmitted.

15. Teo* view being bitten by I 45
aimed dog as a common life
occurrence. Therefore, they
do not railife its potential
danger and do not see the
necessity for having rabies
injections.

a

40-

Curriculum concepts

. People bitten by mad 15.
clop may'contratt
rabies, which cannot
be treated.

16. If they do not plan, couples '16. Children are not
have problemseafta marriage cared for.
in matters of clothing, feed- .

ing, and providing for their
families and homes. If parents
and children do not eat pro-
perly, they will have'poor
health and the children may
not be able to go to second-

` ary school.

17. Before marriage today men
and women do riot go to the
doctor fora physical exami-
nation. They do not know
that diseases such as syphilis
and tuberculosis are hereditary
and can cause their children to
be unhealthy, both physically

Hydrophobia is a severe disease; there
is no real cure, but injections can pre-
vent it. Anyone who is bitten by a
mad dog or cat, or by an animal even
suspected of rabieyhould be brought
at once to the health centre or hospital
for treatment. -

16. Before marriage, preparation and plan-
ning related to earning a living, having
babies, and caring for and educating
children will help a family to live well
aid to stay healthy.

17. Undetected diseases, 1'17.

and mentally.

such as syphilis and
tubercljosis, cid be "

transmitted to the
children.

A.

18. Some couples want to have 18. Couples are not cap- 18.

a li&ited number of children
to suit her economic situa-
tion, but do not know where
to seek advice on how to do

a

19. Some families have too
many children, which dates
a difficult economic situation,
unhappiness; unhealthy bab,s,
andther kinds of problems.

. .

able of determining
the number of, children-
they would like to have.

19'. Nikki are unhealthy,
Orbtha related
problems.

5
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Befare marriage, men and women
sho4klgo to see the doctor for a
physiical examination. If a diseale
is detected the woman should
receiitefulfcreatment before con-
saving a baby. Then, the baby
may be born healthy and strong.

Married couples who are not ready to
have their first child (because of in-
sufficient income, physical unfitness
for pregnancy, or the desire to post-
pone pregnancy); those desfsing to
have a limiteijninnber of children;
orlhose who wish to stop bearing
children can choose a birth control
method suitable for them with the
advice of thematernity office,
healdgentre or hbspitaL

19. A family of moderate size it a happy
family, with a better means of living
and better are for its children.
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II. Health (coned)

Existing village conditions Potential problems Curriculum concepts

20: Frequent pregnancy causes
both mother abd baby to be

4,c1 Pak.

21. lltfinkcpf um:alined mid.
vats, giving birth is often
dangerous in the village and
may result in death for the
mother and for the child.

22. 'Villagers usually believe that
eating meat and fat ring
the pregnancy causes diffi-
culty in childbirth, and that
hard work lkes it easier.

23. In the villages, a bamboo
knife is used to cut the
umbilical cord.

24. After giving birth, most
mothgrs believe that eating
meat, eggs, and vegetables,

and dri'nking milk, cause
illness. Rice with silt is

/ eaten instead.

25. Mothers often feed their
view-born babies with in-
appro-priate foods, such as
rice, unwashed foOsitand_
unbolted water fromthe
wells.

20. Motheri and babies 20. Frequent pregnancies cause physical

are unhealthy. unfitness, fester aging and susceptil)l-
lity to sick;ess; the baby born of such
mothers will be unhealthy.

21. During birth, a mother 21. A mother who has been pregnant for
and herlhhikl sus 4 two months should receive a physical

cept!e to

22. Good food during
.pregnancy results in
a healthy baby.

4 pregnant woman

AV
'should do some work
in order to keep her
physically fit, but
should not work hard.
She should also take
care not to fan down
nor to be struck with
anything which might
cause ha to abort.

2S. Using afbamboo knife
to cut the umbilical
cord may cause an
infant to contract
tetanus, which brings
death.

24. An unhealthy mother
produces milk that is
small in quantity and
not nutritious.

25. Children miy easily
contract disease and
become unheathy.

59

examination aid advice on health
care. For safety's lake, a pregnant
mother should bear child under
the care of the doctor. nurse,
or a traditional midwife who has been
officially trained.

22. Eating good food helps to strengthen
a pregnant woman and ease the birth
of her baby. Food suitable for a Keg;
nant woman includes: meat, eggs
beans, vegetables and fink.

ae)

23. Using a bamboo knife or an ordinary
knife to cut the umbilical cord of the
new-born baby may cause tetanus,
because gams may enter the child's
body through the cord. Instead, sen-
iors boiled for at least half an hour
should be used for this purpose.

24'. For one month after giving birth to
her baby, a mother shmild not work
hard so that she may regain her strength
rd her womb may return to its place.
A mother who has given birth should
eat nutritious foods, for instance:
meat, milk, eggs, vegetables, and,
various fruits, which help to give
sltrength to the baby through its
'Mother's milk.

25. Anew-born baby should drink only
mother's milk-and boiled water, for
other food is too difficult to digest
and may cause stomach problems. A
child who is over dilikplonthe old
can liven soft foods which are

g1
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H. Health (Coned)

Existing village conditions Potential problem. Curriculum concepts

easily digestible, such as ground rice,
mashed egg yolk, pound rice with vege-
tables soup, fruit juice, and ripe bananas.

. If the baby is breast fed, breasts should
be ckanid before" feeding. If powdered
milk is used, the bottle and nipple
should be cleaned with boiling water.

Milk should be prepared in proper
quaniity Left-over milk may cause
stomach problems and should not be
used.

27. Babies should be taken to the health
centre or hospital for necessary innoc-
Mations.
When the baby is three months old,
vaccinations against dipthern, tetamis
and whooping cough should be had.
A brOy less than one year-old is espe-
cially susceptible to such diseases.

26. Most mothers do not know 26. Improper breast f 26
the proper way to breast mg may cause illness
feed thew babies. Mothers. to the babies.

i-doprot clean their breasts
before feeding or use un-
clean water to do so. Some-
times they save left-over
milk to give to their babies.

27. Babies under one year old
are not taken to ,the public
health service or hospital
for necessary innoculations.

28. Chikken are not protected
from being bitten by mos-
qtiitoes because parents do
nbt realize that this is a

rce`of illness.

29. Most children like to put
their fingers, seeds, pins \
and coins in their mouths.

30. Mon children in the village
() not use soap to wash
their bAies and hair, do
not use a tooth brush, and
kck clothing.

'4.\\
27. Babies are susceptible

to and may contract
diptheria, tetanus,
and whooping cough
which caumkdeath.

28. Children may catch,
ma'am and hemor-
rhagic fever through
mosquito bites.

29. Children may catch's
the diseases or be
harmed by the ob-
jects they put in their
mouths.

ti

2 A baby who has been bitten by mos-
uitoes may catch malsuiZ or henior-
hagic fever. To prevent mbsquno

bites, babies should sleet; under the
mosquito net during the day and at
night.

8.

29. I-

t

f

30. Not using soap when 30
taking a bath leaves
the body unclean and
causes skin infections.
Lack of clothing mutes
lung diseases.

ingeguils and toenails should be
cut. A child should not be allowed
o put his, hand or anything else in

his mouth, for this may cause de-
ornied teeth and disease. Fruit seeds,

pins, and coins, also should not be
put in a child's mouth because they
may be 'wallowed and cause the
child to suffocate.

Babies should have a bath with soap
at least once a day, and%should have
their hair occasionally washed.

Twill help to keep their bodies ciealizitir
and free from skin disease.

Babies should always wear clothes
keep themselves warm and healthy.

__

to
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III. Economics

Existing village conditions

1. In general, only the head It
the family works to earn
money for the entire fami-
ly's needavThir is a Paste of
man power.

2. Aber the rice harvest, farm-
ers do not use their months
of free time productively.
The engage iP gambling
activities such as cock fights,
bull fights, or fish fights,
rather than income indus-
tries such as carving, weaving
or pottery, which could help
to increase they incomes.
Non-productive use of free
time contributes to family
poverty.

Agricultural produce, such
as bananas and pineapples,
which is not consumed or
sold is often thrown awak
People do not know how k
make4ried bananas or pre-
servedyineappler so that
the surjhus fruit may be
used productively.,

Potential problems Quriculum concepts

1. AlLthe membirs of a 1.

family capable of work-
ing to augment family
income do not do so.

2.11 a 's free time
is actively
for h' fam-
ily, harmony, as well as
better etonomic cOndi-
tions,can be achieved.

4

3. Surplus food which
could be preserved
is ofteri thrown away.

4. When establishing commo- 4.
dity prices, villagers do not
consider the costint invest-

, ment and labour. They accept
the middle man's offering
price without question so
that their commodities can
be sold quickly.

5. Farmers today work 'indepen-
dently ; they do not Ruin
each other nor work co-oper-
atively on a specific project.
[wind of helping each other

peoplee their farms, peop
on the vain. Instead,*

of inininglogether to buy
fertilizer and machines, peo-
ple buy them independently;
which is much more expensive.

fillagers sell their pro-
duce for prices which
are too low..

do not
are

chime

labour-saving machines
pp assist in their work.

I

. $ 61

A familycmust have sufficient inc rae
to live well. The larger the family, the
greater the expense. Everyone able
should help to earn the family income,
so the family can live as comfortable
as possible.

2. The major portion of Thailand's in-
come is derived from agriculture. In
addition, other fields codirkiute to
the wealth of our country, including
textiles, wood carving, weaving, pot-
dry, lacquer work, umbrellamaking
etc. If free time is spent on such acti-
vities a family may pin a greater
income.

3. Income can be increased through,_,
making and selling processed apl-
tural products such as: dried and
mashed banirns, cotton cloth, oil
from cotton seeds, and fertiliser or
animal food from seed residues.

4. To set commodity prices, producers
should take into account their antral
cost of investment and itaseturn.
Their profit should provide enough
for spending and for further invest-
ment.

The cost of investment includes the
followuig items: land, material and
equipment, labour, construction, etc.

5. Farmers may pool their capital or
labour for the purposes of investment,
purchasing, and generally improving
their work.

73
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III. EcOnomics (coned)
-

village conditions Potential problem. Curriculum concepts

one sells his own pro-
duce to the middle man,
who in most cases is
unfair to the fanner.

6. Most mere do not know
how Mae banks. They bor-
row money from private
money-lenders, agreeing to
pay them back in paddy.
However after the harvest,
-some farmers go bankrupt
because all their paddy must
be used to cover their debt.

i Farmers continue to grow
the same crops, even when
the market demand for Pith
products has diminished or
dlsappeared. Therefore, some
times the produce cannot be

4nother problem a that once
farmers receive a high price
for 'a certain crop, everyone
grows the same crop and
creates a market surplus.

8. Most farmer do,not have'
facilities for storing their
produce before selling it.
Therefore, when the middle
man's buyers offer a price,
the farmers are obliged to
accept it even though it is
low. For example, a farmer

may get 25 *tangs per en
from a buyer, but one baht
if he sells it in the market.

9. Thaiaeople like luxury and
colnfort. They drink after
work and would buy a re- '
frigerator instead of chang-
ing from a thatch to pHs-
nixed zinc roof or making
other household improve-
ments. They spend money
uneconomically and fnvo-

Aro

6. Money lenders charge
high interest rates,
which reduces the
money available for
farmers to live on and
to invest.

7. Produce cannot be sold
because farmers do not
recognize consumers'
demands, and adjust
the production to
them. .

8. Farmers get low prices

for their produce.

6. When borrowing money, less intern*
is charged by banks than by private
money - lenders. By using banks, unfair'
treatment can be avoided.

7. The price of any product is dependent
oat the consumers demand for and thr
available supply of the product. A
large supply will cateefalling of prim.
Producers should follow price move-
ments in the market or in government
sources in miler to make decisions on
their levels of production according
to market demand. These products
are likely to get a good price.

8 Selling goods that wdl,pass through
th:many middlemen

retail market will
for each middleina
profit. To get a

4.1bould dell with the m men

closest to the retail market.

0

O. Spending money on 9. Food, clothing, medicine, shelter,

luxuries creates poverty
and limits the improve-
ment. of one's standard
of living.
Such spending also
leaves no money for
emergencies or other
needs which may attic

628
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education and so on, are necessary
for living and must be provided
through money earned. It is there;
fore necessarylo budget money for -
these things, and to save the rest fat
necessities which may arise.
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a
III. Economics (coned)

Existing vMage conditiOns
,

Potential problems Curriculum concepts

When earning enough money,
people do not save any for
future needs such as slams
Ilk their emergencies. There-

be
fore, some suffer, take only
local medicine, or even die
because there is not enough
money for hospital or pub-
lic health expenses.

The wages of labour do not
increase as prices increase;
therefore bourers cannot
save money.

10. hic;st people keep they
money at home or exchange
it for gold. Money not de-
posited in a bank tae
lost through theft or fire.

0

10. People lose money
because of burglars
and fire.

10. Keeping money at home is not safe
because it may be stolen. Therefore,
money should he kept in government
savings banks or private banba. In this
way, one will also receive extra money
through interest.

IV. Civics

Existing village conditions Potential problems Curnculum concepts

L The are and education of
village children is unsatisfac-
tory. Parents often spoil
children and do not teach
them to be moral hens.

2. House& in the village are
uuddY,,dirty, and lack care
and deCoration.

S. Villagers do not co-operate
oa public works such as:
construction of roads
the village, wells, Khoo*
shelters, bridges and the
are of public properties.

1. Youngsters do not
' conduct thew lives for' .
the benefit of them-
selves or society.

2. Alt unpleasantenvi
ronasent is not a good
hone.

S. Public is

. destroyed and ud-
sealable for use.

Nib
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1. A happy family ts the family in which
every member knows his duty and
assumes has responskikty. for instance,
parents should take care of di -rear

mg and educating; children sh
help their parents with h Id

work and earning a living, and should
behave nicely.

2. Beautification of the home through
growing flowers and decorating trees
or making fences from wood and
trees helps to bring the family enjoy-

Talent and happiness.

S. The progress of a village is dependent
on the cooperation its members have
given for- building village roads, wells,
schools, monks' dwellings, temple
halls, bridges, etc. These properties
bring proven and comfort to the
village and belong to everyone. Since
everyone is the owner of public pro-
perty, be should treat it with care.

75
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Thailand's P4nctional literacy progranrne

IV. Civics (coned)
I

Bolting village conditions Potent& problems Curricuhun concepts

4. Deforestation Skin-creased
in villages . loeo do not real-
ise the importance of forests
-for creating rain and prevent-
ing floods.

S. People do not separate tick
and healthy animals, and
they sell anunals which have
died of a communicable
disease for food or give them
toot:has.

6. In some villages, disabled
people are left at home or
left to wander around and
no attempt is made to help
them to live like normal
people.

7. Villagers are not aware of
the duty of the pbuyailian
(headman of the village) and
the )(Amnon. Therefore, they
do not seek advice from these
officials nor do they realize
their raponsiiility for select -
is suitable phuyailion.

6. Althoeigh Thailand has a
democratic form of govern -
meld, most Mogen still nr-
pod government officials as

r
4. Valuable forests have

been itstroyeit There-
fore, great floods and
timber shortages might
occir in the future.

S. Animals which have
died of disease might
trananut the disease tb
the people who con-
SWIM then meat and
cause them sickness
or death.

6. Disabled people have
to depend upon others
for assistance.

at.

7. People do not know
bow to select a good
phuyaban.

B. lime is a gag between
the people and govern-
mere officials. People
do not make use of

64

4. Natural resources, such as lakes and
forests, are public property and are
meant for common use. We should
make props use and take props.
care of them.
Forests provide moisture and prevent
floods. Cutting and heisting trees is
one cause of drought. During bean
rains, land erosion and flood' can
lima lois of life and property.
Wimp (and other sources of water)
provide water to net fields when dams
are constructed adores them. Those
who live upstream should not make
use of the water solely for themselves,
for it may deny water for those living
downstream.

S. Domestic animals with severe commu-
nicable disposes Should be eradicated
so that otIrm %maids may remain free
from contamination. Prompt eradica-
tion of tick animals isa indication
of one's concern for the community.

6. A family with members physically or
mentally handicapped by blindness,
deafness, disabled limbs, nrurasthenio,
or feeble mindedness should take
proper care of such persons. Services
from foundations, organizations, and
government agencies are available for.
these persons; for example, schools
for the deaf, schools for the blind,
schools for the feeble-minded.

7. The Kansan is the head of the tambol
(a group of villages). The phuyalion
is the head of a village. The kamnan
and pliuyalban are official representa-
tives in the Lembo' and the village
respectively.
Election of a well-behaved, honest,
devoted person to the post of phuyai-
ban will help bring progress to the
village.

ft. The goverjam n the had of province;
the district officer (nai amphur) is
the head of the district. Both the
governor and the nai *Thor are
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\Appendix I: Functional literacy curriculwn

IV. Givics(tont'd)

,Existing village conditions Potential problems Orricuhan concepts

then masters. They hold
these officials in awe and we
frightened to seek the out
for advice.

9. People live far agdet14rtitecausC

of geographical, hist
and governmental conditions
and because of Insufficient
means for communication.
People who livalong Thal
land's border do not some-
tunes know to which coun-
try they belong.

ID. Most people still believe
that eiected, representatives
We responsible for the con
struction of wells, schools,
houses for monks, shelters
for thAillage and temples.
Some also believe that re-
presentatives can distribute
things to the villagers. Th &t-
ime, the election of repre-
sentatives often rests upon
their promises to get money'
froill the government for
construction in the village.

I I . People nill do not know
laws such as those related
to corn education,
brth andP= registration,
tax payment, marriage

identification cards,
and reporting on commu-
nicable diseases.

their right to obtain
sarviees from the

so as to ins-
then lives.

9. National unity does
not exist.

10. Unfit representatives
who #o not work for
the country are elect-
ed by the people.

i.

11. Because people do not
live accoeding to the
law, problems exist
inadministering the
country.
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responsible for seeing to it that govern-
ment services reach the people and for
providing for their welfare. Villagers
should co-operate with officials to
improve their village and province.

9. Thailand has 71 provinces. Bangkok,
the capital, is the home of the King
and the Queen and is the seat of the
government.
We love Thailand because Thailand is
our country.
We love and respect the King and the
Queen, because the King is the head
of the State and both are the centre
of unity for Thai people.

10. Thailand is an independent country
and has a democratk form of govern-
ment; that is, government in which
popular participation is pantile by
means of the election of repretenta
tivei. Those who are entitled to vote
should go to the polls and do soA
representative should be elected be-
cause he or she possesses knowledge,
ability, good behaviour, honesty
and public-mindedness, needed to
peform the duties of legislating
and of administrativelontrol.

11. A person should obey the law so that
the country may exist in peace and
order. The following duties are re-
quired of a Than citizen:

errolmen1 in compulsory
education
entrance to military service

- notification of birth, death and
change of address

- payment of taxes to the State
registration of marriage
possessing tied carrying an WI;
nfication card
notification of severe commu-
nicable diseases
notification of incidents en-
dangering the public welfare.

O
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Thailand's functional litenav programe

IV. Civics (coned)
Lagting village conditions Potential problems Atnicebpo concepts

12. When they have free time
ringers do not do anything
but *ink, go out, and spend
money, which are wrier"
airy and not useful utilities.

13. Sometimes adult behaviour
is an obetack for teaching
chfkiren to be good citizens.
Adults may provide a bad
example through immoral
words and deeds such as
chatting.

14. Many villagers are illiterate.
Thcrefore, printed pater-
lb distributed by govern-

er Minot be
and have no

practical use for improving
living conditions.

12. Spending tree time
frivolously causes
physice1 unfitness,
sawmills, and other
problems in the com-
munity.

13. Adult bettaviotr does 13.
not set good eximples
for &Weis to

ass.pod ass.

12. Everyone should sake the best use
of his leisure time by reading, listening
to the radio, watdring TV, working
on hobbies or paying prises so that
he may stay physically, mentally,
emotionally and racially healthy.

Today's child is tomorrow's adult;
the adult should set a good example
for the younger generation so that
the country will have. better citizens
in the future.

14. Written materials, one 14.
of the most important
soirees of knowledge
in the World, cannot be
utilized.'

Literacy is a means to knowledge and
pleasure, a means by which man can
make improvements in himself and
his Occupation, and keep abreast of
the changing world, Reading and
writing should therefore be prac-
tised regularly.

p
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Appendix II

KEY WORDS USED FOR FUNCTIONAL LITERACY

IN ADULT EDUCATION WORKBOOK

Card No. Key

1 occupation

2 civil service

3 grA.

4 fertilizer

5 paddy stock

6 science

7 agriculture

8 time

9 burn

10 strain

11 seed

s12 store

13 young paddy
stocks

14 row
AN,

15 pest

16- grain

17 harvesting

18' directioni

. t9 store

2dr __,414prastb.;,-

words/phrases

farming important

improvement paddy*

rotation

beans

eat

fertilizer

advice

spread

dry paddy
Stocks

good

strain

protect

water

income

fertilizer

nature

bush

water level

lack (of)
water

O

fertilizer(

Aot good

fertilizer

grain defect

insecticide

insecticide

cover (iouth) cover,Inose)

* Underlining indicates repeated keyword /prase
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Thailand's functional lite;ah programme

Card No.

doctor

Key words/phrases

21

22

25

examini

paddysilo

humid yellow-grain

24 sickness unhappiness

25 body healthy

-26 benefit food

27 beans eggs meats

28 worms

29 / wash vegetables fruit

30, prepare marry

31 examine body safety

32 advice to have child

33 doctor nurse

34 method suitable

35 too many
children

poor enough

36 frequent

pregnancies

age quickly

37 midwifery give birth

38 food pregnant
woman

39 hard work fall abortion

40 cut navel

'41 rest uterus

42 food good milk healthy

43 mother's milk digest easy

44 wash milk bOttle nipple

45. suck milk left over

46 vaccinate inject

47 net

illfhildren

protect mosquito
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Appendix II: Key words for functional literacy

Card No.

48 cut

-49 bathe

50 income

51 change

52 decide

53 group

54 bank

55 labour-saving
device

56 co-opt ive

57 pods

58 information

59- sell
Jr

60 merchant 0

61 purchase

62 necessary

63 save

64 housing

65 housiS

66 toilet

67 smell

68 J, water

69 throw away

70 bury

71 pet

72 contagious
diseases

4
73 separate

74 clothes

Key words/phrases

nail

shampoo

leisure time

goods_

. invest

co-operative

interest

rice farming

pukchase

produce

pride

-middle man

goods

for

deposit

pleasant

clean Ar

protect

pen

Well

dirty

animal

contagious
diseases

vaccinate

children

profit,

goods

quality

'life

money

a4446-..

comfortable

flies

patio

sick person

household germs

articles

69
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Thailand's Notional literacy programme

Card No.

75 doctor

76 mad dog

77 family

78 duty

79 kindness

80 maintain

81 rain

divide

83 Thailand

84 capital.

85 govern

86 elect

87 province

88 Kamnan*

89 respect

90 notify

91 registration

92 prevent

93 mind

94 adult

95 study

96 read

,.Key words/phrases

cure

bi,te

live well

father

property

forest

water

King

democracy

representative

Tambon**

law

official

tax

danger

leisure time

example

intelligent

bdok

eat well

mother

public

dike

Queen

vill ge

quality

I

child

headman 0

* The administrative head of a Tambon

** An administrative unit between the district and the village

consists, on the average,,of ten villages.
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APpehdix III

, 4

DZTA SHEET QUESTIONNAIRE

a

1. ganie Age Village

(approx.) . /
G

4 2. 'Married?. Whth? How many children?

3.

, -

Seat of children of childred

4. Hcni, long have you been living' in tis village

in this house?

5. Write your name here'

.

OCifcitnytr 0111

6. (For women) What utensils do you have in your kitchen?

14

4 7. Where lektblkeares school?
.44,

1.

Do'your children go to it?

44'
a

8. Where is :-the earest doctir?.

Q

. - ''uot. a

1111# Do-ybiu.go to hitait_ For what?
--.

-,

9. A .inday in your life;
.

191 4
04

.,

viternoon joi
-NV ..

, , --- s- .7. .

,$' . ...

: 4. .

14
Evening. . .,-

--i. -iii

!

ge ., 11
,. a4.

83
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Thailand's functional 4ter4acy programme

10. What do you farm in:

Summer

W*Iter

Rainy seasoji _ -41P-

11. What foods do you buy in the market?

yr

414

12. When do you children staCi werking?,

Doing 'what?
4,

13. Describe whet you have in your house (furnis ings and

utensils)

14. Where is your local gavernmentt

Who?

15. Describe flow you cook rice.(two.ways)

16. Where do you get water

What do you use it for?

Who brings the water to the house?

How of ten?
4

. .

-4

17. Describe how...you feeda baby
-0

18. (For men) What` ann utensils do you have?

VG

els

84
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